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Snow Bound

hill"

Locals cope with icy conditions
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
What was supposed to be 8
holiday for many county employees turned out to be one of the
busiest days in years.
Billy Irwin, superintendent of
the county road department, said
he has not seen the road conditions this bad since 1983.
-The roads are really dangerous," he said.
Irwin said he called 18 people
to come in and begin clearing
roads. Four trucks carrying cinders, one snow plow and four
graders worked continuously all
day Monday.
As frigid temperatures continue to embrace west Kentucky,

the forecast for better road conditions is dim.
Freezing temperatures will not
improve road conditions, he said.
"We'll be on cinders alone," he
said.
County crews worked until
dark Monday and resumed Tuesday morning.
Irwin said the county has
enough cinders to make it
through the cold snap, which is
predicted to last through the
middle of the week.
He asked residents to stay at
home if at all possible until there
is some break in the
temperatures.
Many city streets are not faring
much better. Street superinten-

dent Thomas Clendenon said
crews have been working since
Sunday night.
However, as temperatures
plunged well below freezing
Monday night, much of the effort
was in vain.
Clendenon said Poplar, Olive.
Sycamore, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth,
16th, 18th, Woodlawn, Story and
Doran are the number one priority streets.
The state is responsible for
clearing Main, Fourth, Chestnut,
College Farm, Glendale and
Industrial roads.
Clendenon said the street
department will be working
through the night.

"Please be careful if you must
get out and drive cautiously," he
said.
Many homes serviced by West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative were without power
Monday morning. It is not clear
how much service has been
restored. Attempts to reach
WKRECC were unsuccessful.
Ron Underwood, from Muriay
Electric System, said most of its
lines were basically clear. As of
late Monday afternoon, MES customers had not experienced any
power outages.
"We've had no problems and
don't anticipate any," he said.
--M See Page 2

Emergencies declared across state
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
Wonderland white faded into
freezing night.
A winter storm that layered
Kentucky with ice and record
snow Monday played a chilling
finale today: dangerous cold and
thousands left vulnerable by power outages.
Overnight temperatures were in
single digits from Paducah to
Pikeville, and the National

STACEY CROOKAecrper 8 Tires phob

Melia Burton begins to dig out from the four inches of snow and
ice that covered the county Sunday evening. City and county residents began shoveling snow early Monday morning and continued
throughout Ma day. Frigid temperatures are expected to remain
through Thursday.

Weather Service said the bitter
cold would remain through at
least Wednesday.
Stiff winds made it worse. The
weather service warned that wind
chills could be 20 to 35 degrees
below zero virtually everywhere
in the state.
The storm was blamed for
three deaths in Kentucky, including a LaRue County man who
died Monday when his farm tractor overturned. Cecil Daughtery,

62, of Upton, was checking on
his cattle when his tractor apparently got too close to the edge of
the road.

Phil Harney said.
In Frankton, state Adjutant
General William DeZarn had
forecast "a real hectic night once
It starts freezing and power lines
start snapping."
But power problems did not
wait for nightfall.

State police at Bowling Green
said 62-year-old lames A. Stephens of Oakland died of a heart
attack after pushing his car in the
snow. In Grant County, Roy GilIn Jefferson County, the bigbert, 54, died of a heart attack
gest single snowfall in history
when he left his snow-mired car
knocked out power to 20,000
and took shelter in a nearby barn,
Grant County deputy Coroner • See Page 2

Two injured in barn fire
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Two people escaped serious
injury early this morning when
the horse barn beside Murray
State's Expo Center caught fire.
Calloway County Fire Rescue was dispatched to the
Greg
baca_ aL
Cherry said an apartment inside
the barn was engulfed when
firefighters arrived.
The occupant, Jennifer Oliver, was transported by ambulance to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she was
treated for minor burns.
Oliver lived in the small
apartment and tended to the
horses.
MSU public safety officer
Martin Wells was also treated
for smoke inhalation.
Both have been released.
Firefighters on the scene
agreed Oliver and Wells were
both lucky. Oliver's apartment
was a complete loss.

IS If the trucks could have gotten here
quicker, it wouldn't have been so bad.”
...Firefighter Timmy Manning

Firefighters contained the
blaze to one end of the barn.
Cherry said it took nearly 10
minutes for trucks to get to the
scene because of adverse road
conditions.
"We had men on standby at
the station. We just couldn't get
out," he said.
A large amount of hay stored
on top of stalls caught fire and
created some problems for firefighters. Cherry said once the
hay was removed, the fire was
controllable.
Fourteen horses were housed
in the barn. All were removed
unharmed. Cherry said.
-

Firefighter Timmy Manning
said the weather created several
problems.
"If the trucks could have gotten here quicker, it wouldn't
have been so bad," he said.
The frigid Weather also took
its toll on firefighters, most of
whom were covered with ice as
they battled the fire.
"It was miserable," Cherry
said.
More than 25 men worked to
control the blaze and keep
water lines from freezing.
Water hitting the ground froze

STACEY CPOOlQto<tge S T,mes photo

Smoke continued to billow from the burned-out apartment which was lost In an early morning fire at
MSU's horse barn.

In See Page 2

Day after quake: No water, freeways in shambles
By DARA TOM
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Thousands of people reeling from
the earthquake and its aftershocks
camped out in yards, cars and
shelters today, struggling to get
by with no power, no water and
— in some cases — no place to
live.
At least 32 people died in
Monday's quake, which measured
6.6 on the Richter scale and was

centered in the sprawling, densely populated San Fernando Valley, 20 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles.
Hundreds of aftershocks rolled
through after the quake hit at
4:31 a.m., including one at 3:33
p.m. Monday measuring 5.3. The
aftershocks were diminishing in
intensity today, said Caltech seismologist Reily Geary, with one at
1:40 a.m. measuring 3.6.
The lingering threat kept many

MEETINGS
II Murray Planning Commission will
out meet Tuesday It has been rescheduled for Jan 25 at 7 pfor Murray
Board of Zoning Adlustments will meet
Wednesday at 5-15 p.m in the council
chambers of city hall of weather permits.
•Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will meet Thursday at 530 p.m in
the board room at the hospital.

people from returning to their
homes overnight, especially in
Northridge, the neighborhood at
the quake's epicenter.
"We could sleep in the apartment tonight, but we're not taking the risk," said Juan Magallanes, who drove his van onto the
baseball diamond at Reseda Park
in Northridge. "This is the worst
day of my life."
Giant chunks of the region's
vital freeways lay smashed on the

SPECIAL

ground, foretelling months or
even years of traffic snarls in a
city that runs on its cars.
Melissa Edwards said her usual
half-hour freeway commute into
the valley became a three-hour
ordeal Monday.
"It's unbelievable, the things
I've gone through," she said by
telephone on the road. "Unbelievable detours because of fires,
roads just completely torn up. ...
People are driving crazy, cutting

SPORTS

people off."
The state emergency agency
sent about 300 search-and-rescue
teams to find people — dead or
alive — in the rubble. The teams
were equipped with high-tech listening devices and cameras that
can be lowered into crevices.
Crews today continued searching a Northridge apartment house
that yielded 15 bodies on Monday. The two top floors of the
three-story, wood -and-stucco
building smashed the ground

• Murray State prepares for Wednesday's home game against Memphis State
with a 102.91 won over Tennessee Tech
Monday night in Racer Arena

Page 6
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•Roglstrabon for Murray State Uriversity will be held Tuesday and Wednesday However, no penalties will be
assessed if students are unabie to reach
ihe campus during their scheduled times

floor flat. There were no reports
of anyone from the building
missing.
"All the bodies we found were
in bed. They didn't have a chance
to wake up," city firefighter John
Hanson said.
A dusk-to-dawn curfew was in
effect as police and the National
Guard patrolled to prevent looting. About 75 people were
arrested in the first 24 hours for
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It's
Coming!

Co. said today power was
restored overnight to 10,000
customers.
LGAE officials, who said power won't be fully restored until
Thursday, had warned those still
without heat Monday night to
find shelter elsewhere. A similar
warning went out from Green
River Electric Corp. in western
Kentucky. where 4,100 households in nine counties were without heat for at least part of
Monday.
All 49 National Guard armories in the state were open for use
as emergency shelters. Many
others were opened by private
organizations, particularly Red
Cross chapters.
Keith Alvey. disaster supervisor for the Louisville-area Red
Cross, said shelters were in
schools, community centers,
"whatever we can access readily
that allows us to have heat."
"A warm place to stay is our
primary goal right now," Alvey
said.

•Fire...
Roads were closed wherever
oat turned, including the interstate highways and state parkways on Gov. Brereton Jones'
orders. An exception was made
for trucks hauling heating fuel.
Many of those who tried to
navigate, anyway, got stuck on
the road, stranded in a ditch or
worse. Would-be rescuers were
not immune.
"Business is great, but we
can't do anything." said Ken
Barger, owner of a wrecker service in Lexington. "We're getting stuck with tire chains on. It's
just chaos."

my utility mom, because I'm
stuck here," said MeteOirOIOVSt
Marilyn Scholz. who was snowed
in with two colleagues at the
weather service's Louisville
office.
Scholz, who had been in her
office since midnight Sunday,
said forecasters were sleeping on
the floor in shifts
"We don't have a COI.— she
said. "We haven't needed it
since '78. That's the last time we
had somebody stranded here."

The weather service said people who had to travel should take
a survival kit. Food, water, extra
clothing, blankets and a shovel
were recommended.

The snow that began falling
Sunday night measured a record
15.9 inches at Standiford Field in
Louisville by mid-afternoon
Monday.

Homeowners were advised to
keep at least one cold-water
faucet running slightly to keep
pipes from freezing.
"I hope my water's dripping in

The previous record for a
single storm was 15.7 inches over
two days in the blizzard of January 1978. The previous record for
a 24-hour snowfall was 15 inches
in December 1917.

Robertson and Mason counties
in northeastern Kentucky each
reported more than 20 inches of
snow and appeared to have been
hit hardest
Across Kentucky, National
Guard troops, Kentucky State
Police, sheriffs and their deputies
hauled people to doctors, medicine to the house-bound and
workers to nursing homes and
hospitals
For the most part, those who
needed care got it, despite the
weather, officials said.
"Health-care people pretty
much get used to the idea that
patients need care, and it doesn't
matter what the weather is
doing," said Phyllis Younger.
man, spokeswoman for Good
Samaritan Hospital in Lexington.
"Whatever it takes, they're going
to get to work."

"We were lucky, most of the rain
didn't freeze on the lines."
However, as the temperature
hovers near zero, Underwood
suggested residents keep their
homes as air-tight as possible.
"Don't go outside and try not
to open doors very often," he
said.
Monitoring the use of hot
water will also help limit the use
of electricity.
"But with homes that have
electric heat, there's not much
you can do," he said.
Some businesses have been
booming since the roads began to
freeze Sunday evening. '
Shirley Tabers said Taber's
Wrecker Service has been run-

ning constantly.
"He's been backed up all day,"
she said of her husband, Gerald.
"He's goes just as soon as he can
get to them."
Local grocery stores, which
were flooded with shoppers preparing for the storm, were busy
again Monday as the roads
became passable.
Unfortunately, many deliveries
have not reached their
destinations.
Delbert Saalwaechter, manager
of Piggly Wiggly, said only two
delivery trucks have made it. On
Mondays, he usually has 15 to 20
deliveries, he said.
"We haven't been able to get a
delivery of milk because of the
weather," he said Monday
afternoon.

it
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•Quake...

•Locals cope...
FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1
almost immediately, which
made walking difficult.
None of the firefighters was
injured.
Cherry said a preliminary
investigation is ongoing. He
said the fire may have started
around a heater. The State Fire
Marshal's Office is
investigating.
An investigator was not sent
to the scene until daylight
because of the hazardous road
conditions.
Cherry asked residents to use
extreme caution with heaters
and other sources of electricity.
Fire trucks are having a difficult time responding to calls.
The Murray Fire Department
sent one truck to the scene to
assist. Murray Electric System
also responded.
Firefighters were still monitoring the area at 8 a.m.
Tuesday.

In addition, Saalwaechter said
one delivery truck was forced to
tum around at the Tennessee state
line Monday by state police.
"People have to realize that we
would love to have a delivery,"
he said.
Unfortunately, it all depends
on the weather.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said motorists who have to
drive should allow plenty of time
to reach their destinations.
Monday was relatively calm
for city officers.
"We haven't had a lot of
weather-related calls," he said.
However, as temperatures
dipped Monday evening, more
accidents happened.
Gov. Brercton Jones ordered
all Kentucky interstates closed

Creative Interiors*
January Clearance Sale
Wide Selection Of '93

Merchandise At Close-Out Prices

Some Items As Much As

50% Off List Price
(Including La -Z Boy. Norwalk. Kincaid. Universal,
Simmons Beautyrest And Scaly Posturepedic)

Monday night. National Guard
units across the state were
activated.
National Guard Staff Sgt.
Wayne Marshall said the Murray
unit was activated at 10:30 a.m.
Monday and will be on call until
further notice. Since then, teams
have been helping residents without electricity.
In addition, troops have been
transporting nurses and other
medical workers to and from the
hospital.
"It's been kind of slow here,"
he said. "But we are available
and we're ready to go.-7
The 438th MP company and C
Company of the 1/123rd armor
division are working in three
counties, according to Staff Sgt.
Ron England.
Marshall said three teams have
been sent to Marshall County,
where a state of emergency has
been declared. One team from
Calloway was sent to Graves
County.
England said 22 troops have
been called in so far.
Shelter areas have been set up
at the Armory and the Weaks
Community center. Marshall said
residents who do not have heat
are welcome at either facility. He
asked that people bring their own
blankets and some type of cot or
sleeping bag.
"I'm afraid we don't have any
cots, just a concrete floor," he
said.
Both the armory and the
Weaks Center have power and all
the facilities.
Marshall said anyone who
needs assistance Should ca1T the
Murray Police Department or the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Activities planned Monday in
honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King's birthday were also
cancelled.
Several local businesses closed
Monday because employees
could not get to work. Schools in
both the city and county opted
not to open Tuesday.

1
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FROM PAGE 1
earthquake-related crimes, said
Officer Don Cox, a police
spokesman.
"It was very peaceful," Cox
said. "We were prepared for a
whole lot, but we didn't get it."
The arrests ranged from curfew
violations to robbery, he said.
Early today, firefighters doused
a blaze that heavily damaged
Art's Deli, a popular eatery in the
Studio City neighborhood that
caters to the entertainment
industry.
"I think it was that last shake
that ruptured something," deli
owner Art Ginsberg said.
"There's still gas in there."
Firefighters battled a blaze
today that began Monday at an
apartment complex in Mission
Hills. The fire destroyed at least
a dozen apartments.
At least 500,000 homes
remained without power and at
least 200,000 had no water.
Phone lines worked on and off.
Without power, many gas stations
were closed and cash machines
didn't work.
Officials said most power
should be restored today. But
water remained a bigger question
because of damage to key pipelines and aqueducts. Residents in
some areas were warned to boil
water in case of contamination.
"All I really want right now is
water. I'll worry about the rest
later," said Abbie Grubin, standing 10-deep in a line at a Northridge grocery store.
Schools were closed, and
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asked businesses to shut down to
reduce traffic.
Shelters opened throughout the
region to house the homeless and
the fearful. Many people bedded
down in their cars and in parks.
American Red Cross President
Elizabeth Dole told NBC-TV that
the agency had set up 18 shelters
to house 2,700 people.
In Northridge, Bob Olsen's
extended family of 16 strung
hammocks between trees at a
park and cooked on a barbecue
pit. Olsen said his 7-year-old
daughter was still scared,
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The quake was felt from San
Diego 125 miles to the south to
Las Vegas 275 miles to the northeast. But it still wasn't the "Big
One" expected to strike the San
Andreas Fault in the desert to the
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U.N. military commander criticizes operation
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
— The outgoing commander of
U.N. forces in Somalia said today
that the operation has failed to
disarm clans and milluas and
may never be able to leave this
nation with a lasting peace.
Lt. Gen. Cevik Bir of Turkey
also said that future U.N. humanitarian efforts can only succeed
if nations such as the United
Stales are prepared to place their
soldiers under U.N. commandos
and keep them deployed even if
some of the troops are killed during the operation.
"The world must decide the
role the United Nations is to play
in making this a better world,"
Bir said In a letter to U.N.

Secretary -General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, copies of which
he distributed to reporters
President Clinton ordered U.S.
troops — who spearheaded the
operation and remain its lynchpin
— out of Somalia by March 31
after its militias downed two U.S.
helicopters in early October, then
ambushed U.S. Army rangers
sent in to one of the crashes.
Eighteen U.S. soldiers were
killed, 75 were wounded, and 300
Somalis reportedly died in the
clash.
The bloody debacle was a low
point in the mission that began on
Dec. 9, 1992, when U.S.-led

multinational forces landed to
protect relief supplies to a country where 350,000 people died in
1991-92 from famine and clan
warfare.

U.N. forces in Mogadishu.
Boutros-Ghali urged other
countries not to abandon Somalia,
but many Western nations have
ignored him and begun withdrawing their forces too.

The humanitarian mission
turned into combat when clan
leader Mohamed Farrah Aidid
began opposing U.N. efforts to
organize a new government and
launched ambushes and attacks
starting in June. After the October battle he declared a cease-fire.
But the militias that he and his
main Somali foe in Mogadishu
control appear to be rearming in
preparation for the U.S. withdrawal and are already taking
over positions abandoned by

Although Third World nations
such as India and Pakistan are
keeping troops in Somalia, the
U.N. chief has asked the Security
Council to consider reducing its
force and the goals it still hopes
to achieve in Somalia.
Like many other people, Bir
praised the U.N. arid relief agencies for ending Somalia's famine,
reducing iu rampant diseases,
rebuilding roads and schools, and
beginning to recreate police for-

ces and community government.
But he criticized the U.N.
operation for being disorganized
and unable to state its goals and
prionties and begin achieving
them quickly.
"After a year in Somalia, there
is no doubt that a lasting peace
can only be achieved when the
Somali factions and clans have
been disarmed," Bir said, "but
we still have not succeeded in
doing that
He also said that nations must
"subordinate" all their soldiers
under the U.N. force commander.
The United States refused to do
that, keeping its troops under the

command of Maj. Gen Thomas
Montgomery
"The international body and
contributing nations must be
committed enough to accept the
violence and loss of life associated with war, and then stay the
course. ... The Security Council
must establish clear political and
and
military objectives
member-nations must then be
willing to commit the resources"
that the humanitarian mission
needs to succeed, Eta said.
Bit who served as U.N. military commander since May, was
replaced today by Lt. Gen. Aboo
Samah Aboo Bakar of Malaysia.

New war threats on eve of peace talks
GENEVA (AP) — As the warring Bosnian factions gather
today for another round of negotiations, there is an abundance of
talk about how the war could get
worse, but little about how it
might end.
Serbs and Croats on Monday
issued threats that di& offensives will intensify if the talks
don't bring a solution. But the
Bosnian army says it is getting
stronger while its opponents grow
weary.
And Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
leader of the United Nations that
is co-sponsoring the talks, was
discussing whether to call in
NATO for air strikes.
The talks will be brokered by
European envoy Lord Owen and
U.N. mediator Thorvald
Stoltenberg.
Owen said fighting involving
the Muslim -led government,
Serbs and Croats is at its worst in
months, and chances of a
breakthrough were "not very

high."
"We're trying to negotiate a
settlement in the middle of a war
in which all three have territorial
ambitions," he told reporters
before the talks.
Stoltenberg said "the atmosphere around the negouations
has never been less conducive"
to peace in the eight months he
has been the United Nations'
mediator.
That atmosphere swirled with
threats on Monday.
"These are the most important
days since Geneva talks started,
because if an agreement is not
going to be reached, the war
could spread," Mate Granic,
Croatia's foreign minister told
Croatian TV.
—This round of negotiations
will mark a definite turning
point," said Radovan Karadzic,

state in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
"If it becomes clear there will
be no peace, we shall have to
prepare for all-out war," Karadzic told the Bosnian Serb
assembly.
Muhamecl Sacirbey, Bosnia's
ambassador to the United
Nations, said the Muslim -led
government hoped for further
concessions from the Croats over
central Bosnia.
"We can not allow Croat paramilitary forces not to mention the
republic of Croatia forces to
remain in central Bosnia," he
said. Muslims and Croats, former
allies, are battling for land in
central Bosnia. The Bosnian government has rejected Croatian
proposals for a confederation
with Croatia.
Serbia's hardline President
Slobodan Milosevic, Croatian
President Franjo Tudjman and

leader of the self-proclaimed Serb

Rebels vow to go down fighting
LACANDON JUNGLE, Mexico (AP) — Deep in this jungle,
past villages and muddy dirt
roads, 35 rebels carrying rifles
and rag-tag weapons vow to die
fighting against the Mexican
army.
"It doesn't matter if we die in
a war, if they kill us, because
we're dying anyway," said
"Major Mario," a 25-year-old
Chol Indian who led the rebel
attack on Ocosingo, part of the
Indians' Jan. 1 uprising in the
impoverished southern state of
Chiapas.
Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Zoque and
nctans of southern Me-zico
have been dying for decades of
cholera, measles and hunger,
Major Mario said.
Their thatched huts in villages
on foothills and in valleys have
no running water, no electricity
and no drainage but the local
stream. There are no nearby clinics, paved roads or schools.
The wealthy, said Mario, arrive
from all over Mexico to drive
them off their land and take the
best of it.
Reporters on Monday found
Major Mario wearing a brown ski
mask, with his neck wrapped in a
red bandana and his brown jflj
form pants soiled in mud. He said
it was the first time he agreed to
talk to U.S. journalists.
"We are not Socialists, we are
not Marxists," he said, his hands
fluttering in exasperation. "You

"Now the government wants
to negotiate. Where have they
been all these years?" said Mario. "We want dignified work,
education, to be treated as
humans."
Major Mario said the rebels are
Indian and led by Indians, not by
foreigners as the government
claims.
No one had heard of them
before, and the government
denied such rebel groups existed.
But suddenly they were an
embarrassment: As the North
American Fret Trade Agreement
among Mexico, Canada and the
United States took effect on New
Year's Day, Mexico had a big
problem.

don't have to study much to
know we eat beans and they eat
"They" are the rich, the government, the landowners. Major
Mario and his Zapatista National
Liberation Army think Mexican
Indians have had enough.
That was the message New
Year's Day, when Major Mario
led rebels into Ocosingo and
riddled the town hall with bullets.
When army troops arrived two
days later, dozens of people Lay
dead in the market
The government says 107 people, mostly rebels, died in the
rebellion in Ocosingo and nearby
towns. Church leaders say the
real toll is much higher.
Government troops drove the
rebels from the towns to the
rugged mountain forest bordering
Guatemala. Major Mario and his
followers retreated about 50
miles northwest of Ocosingo to a
jungle hideout.

The rebels have been training
for 10 years, Mario said. When
the trade pact took effect, they
seized the moment, because the
trade pact will only mean more
oppression for workers and peasants, he said.

Bosnian President Alua Izetbegovic will attend in addition to
Karadzic.
With almost no hope of a
speedy peaceful settlement and
intense fighting in many parts of
Bosnia, the U.N. Secretary General on Monday discussed
invoking NATO air strikes
against Serbs, but he did not
appear ready to take rapid action.
Boutros-Ghali met key foreign
ministers of the 51-country Organization of the Islamic Conference, who later issued a declaration demanding protection of
Muslims in Bosnia and supporting air strikes against the Bosnian
Serbs.

sanctions against Croatia unless it
stops intervening in Bosnia Herzegovina.
President Clinton and other
leaders of NATO last week asked
that U.N. forces urgently draw up
plans to use air strikes if necessary to open Tuzla airport to
humanitarian flights and to
ensure rotation of U.N. forces in
the Serb-surrounded enclave of
Srebrenica.
Owen said a fresh warning of
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The Islamic ministers renewed
their call for a lifting of the arms
embargo against the Bosnian
government so that Muslims can
defend themselves. They urged
tighter sanctions against Serbia
and said they would seek similar

I

NATO air strikes, ainic:c1 at Bosnian Serbs, was unlikely to affect
peace negotiations.
"We've been listening to this
now for 18 months," he said. "I
don't think it has a great deal of
impact."
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family with a
comprehensive

and tcrrnpassiortate -approaeh-to---prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of illness and disease.
With a tradition of more than 50
years of caring, Primary' Care
Medical Center now offers three
different specialties in a single
medical practice. From family
practice to pediatrics and internal
medicine, Primary Care Medical
Center is Treating Your Family
With Care.
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Boysen still winning KERA battle

FRANKFORT — If Education
AGREE OR NOT
Commissioner Thomas Boysen
were more educator than politician when he arrived in Kentucky
"Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
From California, he's learned
PUBIJSKED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
politics the hard way and it looks
like the lessoru took. He might
even score a "proficient," if not
Syndicated 03iumnist
"distinguished," on one of his
own tests.
ng the political heat of those
Last week, Boysen very well
want KERA either repealed
who
situvolatile
a
defused
may have
outright or radically altered.
ation growing over the 1990 KenThat would be the gravest error
tucky Education Reform Act
Dear Ell WI:
(KERA) that threatens the act a General Assembly could make
and it would represent nearly four
Imagine this headline on the front page of the Murray Ledger &
itself and perhaps Boysen's own
years and literally billions of dolTimes: "Four Children Killed at Robertson." It could easily have been
Pb.
lars wasted in the effort to make
tonight's headline because it almost happened. My son and three other
Responding to the growing
Kentucky's schools as good or
children again got lucky.
volume of KERA critics — some
better than any in the nation.
This is the third year 1 have complained to the Robertson Elementary
legitimate, some way out on the
office about the potential hazard taking place every morning at the
There are three primary
fringe — Boysen proposed to
entrances to the school. After my last complaint (in September) about
legislators that they make several changes Boysen wants legislators
the traffic hazard, the school began to put up traffic cones. The idea was
to approve:
key changes in the act, changes
to keep the posted "No Parking" lane open. The cars were to stop at the
that go almost directly to the
I. He's asking for a two-year
crosswalk, let the child out, and move on. All cars were prohibited from
heart of the criticism.
delay before schools that fail to
parking, up to the crosswalk, in the morning hours. This was one of the
make improvements in student
That didn't stop anti-KERA
many attempts to keep cars from parking where children get out
test scores can be declared "in
activists from rallying at the
Unfortunately,the cones aren't up anymore,and the hazard continues.
crisis" and subject to severe state
Capitol Thursday, but the reviHazards occur three ways. One is when a child gets out of a car which
sions Boysen proposes ought to
sanctions. The delay is certainly
has correctly let him/her out in the road, and a car is in the "No Parking"
go a long way to resolve lingercalled for, because no one envizone and pulls out. A second is when a child gets out of his/her car in the
ing doubts in the minds of
saged when KERA was crafted in
road and cars race down the open "No Parking" zone. A gray auto did
parents and educators who have
1990 the struggles and delays that
that this morning and almost ran over the four children entenng the j
sincere concerns about education
teachers throughout Kentucky
the
on
out
left
gets
child
a
when
is
way
third
A
school.
the
to
crosswalk
reform.
have encountered with the reform
side of the car; this means that the child must pass between his/her car
program.
also
1
move
relieves
Boysen's
are
lives
children's
our
ways
the
are
These
behind.
and the one
The legislature's own Office of
the pressure on members of the
endangered. I have personally seen many "almost hits" when dropping
Education Accountability, set up
General Assembly who are feel•
off my son.
To keep traffic!Sowing in a safe pattern, my husband has volunteered
his services, but was told there was'no need." I have seen a Murray City
patrol car parted adjacent to the traffic lane on many mornings.
However, I have not seen any tickets give to violators. I suggested that
the street signs be changed to read "No Parting Between the Hours of 78:30 a.m. and 2-3 pm. Violators Will Be Ticketed and Towed." A
Jan. 9, Saint Paul(Minn.)Pioneer Press on the Clinton.,
decision must be made;either use the road or the "No Parking" zone to let
and Whitewater:
off children, but don't use both. I believe that if the consequences are
The Whitewater rafting in Washington has hurled the Clintons into
spelled out and enforced, then there will be few violations.
a whirlpool from which there is no escape except appointment of an
I know everyone is in a hurry in the mornings. I am too, but please independent special prosecutor.
parents - stop endangering the lives of all our children! Take just a few
There will be undertow until Bill arid Hillary Rodham Clinton's
moments to obey the signs. Don't cause the above headline to ever be
dealings with their Arkansas friend and S&L honcho James McDougal
written.
go through the scrutiny of an investigation conducted outside the parKathleen A. Thornton
tisan sway of Congress, the White House or the president's Justice
505 North 7th St., Murray
Department
For years, this case has been the subject of limited probing under
the Resolution Trust Corp.'s mandate in 1989 to follow the lost
money from McDougal's failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.
Dear Editor
Now, it has bubbled to the surface with force.
I read with disgust the treatment that Murray and Calloway County
To get a special prosecutor on the job, Congress has to reauthorize
got from the Democrat Party of this state. Why can't people wake up and
this method of investigating Washington's own. The two most celesee without a change it will always be so. We will get the short end of the
brated uses of a special prosecutor have come at Republican political
stick. We have been left out of every major highway since the beginning
expense, in Watergate and Iran-Contra. Now, Republican criticism of
of time,or should I say we got one highway which comes from nowhere
the special prosecutor concept has died quite suddenly.
and goes to nowhere.
When the partisan bickering is over, the real issue of a special proHighways are not all we have been left out of. There is the new or to be
secutor is how to keep perspective. The president needs trust to govnew engineering school Lobe built in Western Kentucky. All indications
ern. Whitewater is impeding that trust and must be dealt with
are that it will be a four-year college built at a community college in
independently.
Paducah. This is your Democrat Party at work. They have you people
right where they want you. They believe that you people can't think for
yourselves. That you will keep voting their party in. When are you going
Jan. 10, The Cincinnati Enquirer on crime laws:
to see the light? Without pressure they will never give you anything of
It's time for lawmakers to give people what they want: novalue. I guess some of you would get down on your knees and beg before
nonsense, no-loophole, common-sense crime laws.
you would vote anything but the party line.
I will say it again and again. Give your children a chance in life to
enjoy the good life in the town and county where they were born.
Without a change of party power you and your children will get what you
and!grew up with. Withoutchange your children and grandchildren will
have to leave Murray to get a good paying job. There will be no
advancement; there will be no highways; there will be no advance
(Mike Royko is on vacation. In
schooling in engineering to bring more high tech jobs to Murray.
his absence, we are running some
In the upcoming election you will once again have a chance to think
ROYKO SAYS
of his favorite columns. This coland act for your future. You will have a chance to wt on your own; you
1978.)
citizens.
2,
June
ran
first
umn
future
the
for
you
what
of
think
want
to
will have that chance
It's time for another column
_Max T. Canady
devoted to helping young men
Route 5, Box 747, Murray
solve their romantic and marital
problems. As I explained when I
Syndicated coiumnist
began offering this occasional
service, many of today's young
(Thefollowing is the text ofa letter sent to State Rep. Freed Curd,along
men are in need of mature, wise
thing I'm buying looks OK.
with State Sen. Ed Ford,KEA President Marne!Moorman and Kentucky
counseling if they are to avoid a
Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen.)
"So how do I know what I'm
lifetime of overdue bills, lawngetting into? I don't know if I
Dear Representative Curd:
mowers, dope-ridden offspring
could take care of a house and
Fourth grade teachers are concerned about the timing of the due date
and other distractions.
kids. I want to marry her, but
on writing and math portfolios. In 1994, writing portfolios are due on
Today's problem comes from a
don't even know enough about
March 1 and math portfolios are due on March 25. To be fair to the
young man who is planning on
law to be sure if tome of the
students, portfolios should be turned in at the end of the school year, not
'are for my
marrying soon, but he faces an
things in the contract.
three-fifths of the way through the school year. If the students were
increasingly common question
benefit or hers. What do I do?"
allowed a complete school year to work on basics prior to developing the
among young people — whether
The first thing you must do is
portfolios, we would gain an accurate view of what fourth graders know.
try to avoid a contract. Give her a
to sign a marriage contract.
A more appropriate approach would be to move the assessment to fifth
As he explained: "The girl I
firm handshake and tell her:
grade. This would provide a needed transition year from the primary
"Look, if you can't trust the man
illt going to marry wants us to
program to the intermediate program. It would enable the students so
you're going to marry, who can
have a separate contract spelling
practice portfolio entries, open response questions, and cooperative
you trust? Let's just shake on it
out how we share domestic
learning tasks for a year before they arc tested for evaluation purposes.
like gentlepersons."
agreement on such things as
several
of
advantage
an
have
students
grade
12th
and
grade
Eighth
where we will live, how we will
But that probably won't work,
years preparation before testing. This allows them a foundation of basic
our money, where we will
spend
since she wouldn't be asking you
entering
Students
activities.
related
KERA
skills and Lime to practice
go on vacations, and so on.
to sign a contract in the first
fourth grade are continuing the process of learning basic skills. They
"She has a better job than I
place if she trusted you. In fact, if
need an additional year to complete this mastery before being required to
have, and it has a better future, so
she really trusted you, she
demonstrate such complicated tasks as required by KERA.
she wants the contract to say that
wouldn't be marrying you. She'd
All Fourth Grade Teachers
if we have children, the partner
be content to just live together as
Calloway County Schools
with the better income will work
modern best friends and racquetwhile the other one takes care of
ball partners.
the home and kids.
The best question then, is
"At first, I thought it was the
whether you want to agree to
fair thing to do because I had
spend the rest of your life with
read about how a lot of couples
someone who has so little faith in
REP. TOM MARLOW
are doing it. My girl showed me
you that she would treat you like
1533 Langston,' Office Building, Washington D.C. 20511
an article in Ms. magazine that
a customer who walked in off the
S02444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
told why marriage contracts work
street at a loan company.
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
and I thought it made sense. But
If she is this suspicious
173A RasseU Sate OffiCe Building, Washington D.C. 20510
don't
I
now I'm getting worried.
already, what is she going to be
202-224-4343 (Washington)
know much about legal matters.
like the first time you come home
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
When I buy things, I usually
at 4 a.m, and explain to her that
120 Russell Senate Office Bailding, Washington D.C. 20510 •
don't bother to look at the fine
your car broke down and you
502-442-4554 (Padueids) et 202-224-2$4 I (Weekirsios)
print, or even the big print if the
were attacked by a gang of sadisALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Todd Duvall

FROM OUR READERS

School traffic rules need enforcement

to watch-dog KERA, wants the
current performance tests evaluated independently to determine
if they are doing the job as
expected. It would be folly to
issue sanctions on a school based
on a test later determined to be
flawed.
2. Boysen wants the General
Assembly to eliminate two goals
written into the reform act itself
that call for students to be selfsufficient and responsible group
members. Those two goals have
been attacked by critics as too
subjective to be tested accurately
and that's probably true. They
also have been condemned by
fundamentalists as indicating
KERA mandates schools teach
values that ought property to be
taught at home.
3. The education commissioner
wants specific funding of $6 million in the next budget for programs for gifted and talented
children. After the recent uproar
over cancellation of two statew-

ide spelling bees and misunderstanding over gifted student programs in elementary schools,
parents became concerned that
KERA abandons the state's
bright students.
It doesn't by any means and
full funding of programs for
gifted students should prove the
fact.
Boysen also wants school
council members to serve twoyear terms rather than one, a sensible change in the law that recognizes council members may
need time to learn their heavy
responsibilities and become fully
involved in school operations.
All in all, what Boysen asked
the General Assembly to do to
KERA is very much a fine tuning
of the law to reflect the experience of nearly four years and to
respond to the concerns of
KERA's reasonable critics.
He won't be able to shut up the
fringe element that sees devils
behind every classroom door
these days and he shouldn't even
try.
But it is encouraging to see
Boysen recognize at long last that
the survival of KERA will be as
much a political battle as an education battle.
Last week, it looked like the
commissioner was still winning.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Upcoming election chance for change

Let's start with tougher prison sentences that offenders actually
serve. Truth-in-sentencing laws help protect citizens from the immediate threat of violent crime, while looking for long-term remedies.
Truth in sentencing will increase the length of time that violent
criminals spend in prison. They now serve just 37 percent of the sentence imposed, according to a new Heritage Foundation report.
Poll after poll shows that Americans want their judicial system to
be tougher.
Longer sentences may increase costs for prisons, but that's a price
most are willing to pay for safer streets.
Jan. 10, San Francisco Chronicle on illegal aliens:
Congress must recognize that the more than 2 million aliens who
have evaded federal border controls and entered California illegally
are a national responsibility. The budget presented by Gov. Pete Wilson contains these chilling figures:
—The cost of educating the 456,000 children of illegal immigrants
attending public schools in California comes to $1.7 billion a year.
—Medi-Cal recipients with no legal right to be in the United States
gave birth last year to 96,000 children. The annual cost of Medi-Cal
treatment for illegal immigrants in the state is now $811 million.
-Some 18,01)Q_illegal immigrants are locked up in state _prisons at
an annual cost exceeding $375 million.
The answer to the problem does not lie in denying basic human
services but in recognizing that there are bills to be paid and that Californians should not be burdened with the costs of sheltering 52 percent of the people in this country illegally.

Groom needs counsel

Move assessment to fifth grade

Attention Washington!

Mike Royko

17s2f
tic thugs who stole your money
and spilled liquor on your clothes
while making little bite marks on
your neck? Or the second time it
happens?
She will wave the contract
under your nose and scream that
you are in violation of Paragraph
6, Clause 9, Line 8, as well as
Paragraph 8, Clause 12, and Line
4. What will the neighbors think?
And in the morning, she will
probably refuse to cook your
breakfast, too.
But if you feel strongly about
getting it over with and marrying
her, and you are willing to sign a
contract, then you should make
the best deal for yourself that you
possibly can. To do that, I suggest that you get an agent to
negotiate for you.
That's what everyone does
today — athletes, TV anchormen,
authors. If they thing it is prudent
to have agents negotiate for them
when entering a simple two-year
contract to work, you definitely
should have one when signing
paper that will bind you until
your teeth fall in your soup.
Unfortunately, there aren't
many agents specializing in negotiating marriage contracts. Agents
operate on a 10 percent commission, and who can live on onetenth of somebody else's misery?
However, in Chicago there is

one agent who does this kind of
work for a fee — Mr. Loopholes
Zelinski of Milwaukee Avenue,
who is an expert in domestic matters, having spent more than 20
years as a bailiff in police court.
He has negotiated several marriage contracts and is a demon at
getting his client extra nights out
for bowling, softball, reunion
parties, and in inserting penalty
clauses should she gain too much
weight, make a habit of oversleeping, interrupt your stories,
refuse to clean the fish you catch,
or fail to bring you a snack while
you watch a football game.
In a case such as yours, where
the possibility exists that your
wife will hold a job while you
take care of the house, he will
demand clauses requiring her to
come straight home from the
office and not sit around after
work in a bar getting sloshed
with the women from her office,
which is a growing problem in
our society. Also, he will insist
that you be permitted to go to
school in the afternoon and take
self-fulfillment courses, so you
don't turn into a housefold
Frump-person.
That is my advice. The only
other option you might consider
is to tell her that you want to take
a little more time to read over the
contract for typographical errors.
Then draw your money out of
the bank, pack a beg, buy a plane
ticket, fly to Nice in the south of
France, take a cab to an outdoor
cafe that overlooks the beach,
order a carafe of the local rose
wine, and invite someone named
Gigi or Bridgette or Denise to
join you. Ask her if she believes
in handshakes.
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CALENDAR
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Resource Center meeting cancelled
The meeting of the Family Resource Center Advisory Council
scheduled today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. at East Calloway Elementary
School has been cancelled because of weather conditions.

Music Department changes meeting
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club has postponed its meeting for tonight (Tuesday) at the club house. The
meeting has been rescheduled for Monday. Jan. 24. at 6 p.m. at the
club house. "Members are asked to note the Monday date and also
the earlier time of the meeting," said Barbara Tompkins, cochairman of the department.

Home Department schedules meeting
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Thursday, Jan. 20, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house.
Laurie Crass Rollins will present a program on "The Old Makes
Way For the New." Hostesses will be Gladys Jarrett, Winnie Love,
Clara Humphrey and Dorothy Jennings.

Murray Kennel Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call
492-8800.

Budget Committee plans meeting
SCC

that
se as
edu-

; the
fling.

Budget Committee of Site-Based Decision Making Council of
Calloway County High School will meet Thursday. Jan. 20, at 2:45
p.m. in Room 409 at the school. All members are urged to attend.

VFW meeting on Thursday
Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. at National Guard
Armory. All members and persons eligible for membershp are
urged and invited to attend.

Camera Club meeting Thursday
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Eva Mae cited( and
Ronnie Gene Hubbard Jr. to marry

Murray Kennel Club will meet

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, Jan.
20. This will be a total club reorganizational meeting under the new
co-chairman, Gene Bailey. For more information call Beth Parker
at 753-5278.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday. Jan. 19, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested 'persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.

Filbeck-Hubbard vows
will be said March 12
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Wayne Filbeck of Oak Grove Church Road,
Rt. 3, Box 106, Benton, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Eva Mae Filbeck, to Ronnie Gene Hubbard
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Gene Hubbard Sr., 800 Minerva Pl.,
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hoye
Gilbert Filbeck of Marshall County and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richard King of Dearborn, Mich.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the Late Mr. and Mrs. John Topton Hubbard and the late Mr. and Mrs. Lester Roland Willoughby, all
of Bowling. Green,
Miss Filbeck is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School.
Currently a sophomore at Murray State University majoring in Office
Systems, she is also employed by Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Mr. Hubbard is a 1987 graduate of Union County High School,
Morganfield. Currently a senior at Murray State University majoring
in biology with plans to go to Physical Therapy School, he is also
employed by Total Petroleum Inc.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. March 12, at 2
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Murray High School _Avirsity Basketball
Girl. Team M.casot*Millp.m al "Girls
A Classic" at Heath lingh School.
Murray State Uolveraty New Student
Orientation/1 30-4 30 pm/Mason Hall
Auditorium Info/762-2896
MSU/West Tesoessee FFA Speaking
Content at Peabody High Schaal, Trenton. Tenn /3:30 pm Info/762-6921
Wratber West Keutucky Museum at
Murray State University open/11-30 urn no
12 30 p.m. and 1,30 to 4-30 p.m
Wednesday, Jas. 19
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Wranglers Riding Club will meet Tuesday. Jan. 18, at 7 p.m. in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. Classes
for the coming horse shows will he approved. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.
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The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb of Murray and Calloway
County will continue to have pecans for sale during the next few
weeks. Profits from the sale will go toward a scholarship for a local
student who attends David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn.
Persons may call Janie Parker or Peggy Carraway.
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p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224 ar Linda, 137-4111.
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Weak/ Casamamity Center or cm -4
pm for IMP citizen,' 'thalami.
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or 762.1417.
meal Support Group
meeting/4.30 p.m./Education Unit,
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389,
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dexter Senior Citizen
Center/9-11.30 a m. and Hardin
Library/12:30-3 p.m.
Quilt Lovers,* p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
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PA Ilia
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Family Fellowship dinner/5 30 pm.,
Bible Study sad Singles Support Group/6
p.m., CI+ options/6 10 pm.C3rorr/7 30
pm

Comm•alty Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6 pm in Dixieland Shopping Center
Denier Baptist Church worahiple 30 p.m
Elan Greve Ilspillst Church worship/7
p.m
Meseerial Main Church events include
Youth and %moons Graups/7 pm.Choir
RehearsaUl pm
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pm
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Friendship Intemanonal/9 am.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 arn., Fellowship Supper/
5.30 p.m.; Library open/6,15 p.m.; ChadFen's Choirs (Parents Night foe Cherub
Choir), Klaymata/6,30 p.m Business
meeting/6:45 p.m , Sanctuary Choir/1'45
p.m.
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Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth
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Study/7 p.m.
Overeater, Ananywacium/3'15
Community Center
Murray State UMmealty Racer Girls
play basketball game with Southern Minos at 5:30 pm and Racer Men play
Memphis State ai A pm both Si Racer
Areas in Cutdon Fieldhouse, MSU.
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Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan. 18. For more information call 753-0082.
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Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday, Jan. 18, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Seize the Moment: Make
Stepping Stoens From Obstacles" will be the theme of the program.
The SOS is a nonprofit. nondenominational. support_and :social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
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Lucas Paul Morton

Emily Apperson
Emily Apperson, 1984 graduate of Murray High School and a
1988 University of Alabama graduate, was honored recently.
The'
Board of Education presented
Ms. Apperson with an "Award of
Appreciation" as the outstanding
teacher at Oakdale Elementary
School.
She was nominated and voted
this award by her fellow teachers
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1994 Spring Bridal Fair
Sunday, January 30th
MSU's Cunis Center Ballroom • 3rd Floor • Noon-5 p.m.
Admission Free
a It

Registration Date
Name: GrOOITI:
Bride.
Women__
How Many In Wedding Party - Men
Dote of Wedding _
Address Groom
Street
State _
ZIP
City
Phone
Address Bride
Street
State
City
Phone
Place of Wedding
Mail Form To: Mr, Tuxedo*, 304 Mein Su • Money, KY 43071
Presented by Mr. Tuxedo' and co-sponsored by WSJP & WBLN

For Your tonscnience Now Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up

44*

to

Register For Free Wedding

Lucas Paul Morton celebrated
his first birthday on Wednesday,
Dec. 8.
He is the son of Shane and
Jena Morton of Almo.
His grandparents arc Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Hoke of Almo
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morton of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Jewel Ahart and the late Edwin
Ahart, Mrs. Maxine Beale and
the late Joe Rob Beale, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hoke, and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Morton.
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SPORTS
Flyin' Cats
hope Gators
friendlier
than weather

IIIIP

Tech breaks MSU press,
can't handle Racer depth
Six Racers score in double figures

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Seventh-ranked Kentucky hopes
to escape the snow for a Southeastern Conference game at Ronda on Tuesday night.
The Wildcats had planned to
leave Lexington on Monday, but
10 inches of snow closed Blue
Grass Airport and postponed their
departure plans until Tuesday
afternoon.
"As long as the airport is open
we'll get out," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino, whose team
will travel by private charter to
Gainesville, Fla.
The Wildcats also had to
change their practice schedule for
the game that will be nationally
televised by ESPN (8:30 p.m.).
"You don't like it but you try
to wm it into a positive," said
Pitino. "We'll practice two to
three times here. We'll just have
to adjust."
Kentucky (13-2, 3-1 SEC) is
coming off a 93-74 victory over
Tennessee while Florida (13-2,
3-0) downed South Carolina
77-75 on Saturday.
Pitino believes a suspect schedule has kept Florida out of the
Top 25 this season.
"They haven't been able to get
on national TV because of their
schedule," he said. "It didn't get
them a lot of notice."
Oklahoma State is the only
ranked team the Gators have
defeated while their losses have
been to Florida State and
Louisville.
Florida, which owns a fivegame winning streak and is off to
its best start in 53 years, is led in
scoring by guards Craig Brown
(14.8) and Dan Cross (12.4) and
center Dametri Hill (12.4).
"They're feeding off the
defense and running a lot more,"
said Pitino, noting that the Gators
are holding opponents to 39.4
percent shooting from the field.

Tennessee Tech had to be feeling pretty good.
After all, the Golden Eagles
had managed to break through
Murray Slate's vaunted full-court
press with little difficulty, and
trailed the league-leading Racers
Just 65-62 at Racer Arena Monday night.
But not to worry, Murray got
it's defense going.
No, it wasn't the press that
gave Tech fits, it was the Racers'
man-to-man half-court defense
that clamped down, holding the
Eagles scoreless for more than
six minutes in a 102-91 Ohio
Valley Conference win.
The triumph, Murray State's
fifth straight, kept the Racers
atop the conference race with a
4-0 mark and raised their overall
record to 10-3, heading into Wednesday night's home battle with
Memphis State, 5-8.
"I've not seen a team do a
good job pressing Tennessee
Tech yet," Racer coach Scott
Edgar said, alluding to the fact
that the Golden Eagles have
faced such powers as Kentucky,
Ohio State, Indiana and Texas
this season. "They did a lot of
good things tonight. We had it
going at times, but we didn't sus-

STEVE PARKERI•Oger & TImes peoto

Murray State senior Marcus Jones (31) drives to the hoop past Tech's
Robert West In Monday's Racer win.
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to-man helped us get a lot of
pressure on them, and we ger( our
fast break going."
Other than that run, however,
Murray State's offense left a little
to be desired. The Racers were 36
of 76 for the game (47 percent)
while committing 15 turnovers.
"We weren't in sync at all,"
Jones said. "Our heads weren't in
it. "Coach (Edgar) made the
statement that the schedule is just
beginning and we've got to get
hungry."
"1 think you have to give Tennessee Tech some credit," Gumm
said. "We never could get the
flow going."
Murray wok an early 6-2 lead,
but from there, the lead switched
hands several times in the first
half.
Tech led 30-27 with 7:18 left
in the opening half before Marcus
Brown canned a jumper, Gumm
nailed a three and James
slammed back a Gumm miss to
put the Racers up for good,
34-30.
After two Greg Bibb free
throws brought the Eagles to
within 34-32, Murray State put
together a 17-4 surge with Jones
getting seven points, including a
three, and Brown adding two
more.

Lain it. I was apprehensive before
the game because I could see
how we were doing in warrnups,
but a win is a win."
Tech got to within 65-62 on a
finger roll by Carlos Floyd at the
13:37 mark of the second half,
but that would be the last Tech
score until 7:10 remained.
During the dry spell, Tech's
basket seemed to have a curse on
it as nothing would fall. Murray
State, meanwhile, got threepointers from William Moore and
Cedric Gumm, baskets by Jerry
Wilson, Michael James, Moore
and Marcus Jones and four free
throws to take command, 83-62.
"Each game is different, and
we have to do what works best,"
Gumm said. "Tonight our man- • See Page 7

Wildcats upset Kansas shot at No. 1
By CRAIG HOFtST
AP Sports Writer
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) —
Playing its first game since being
voted No. 1, Kansas proceeded to
botch things but good.
With its top scorer knocked out
and its second-leading scorer in a
shooting funk, the Jayhawks lost
68-64 Monday night to Kansas
State in one of college basket-

ball's oldest rivalries.
Kansas (16-2, 1-1 Big Eight)
had won 12 in a row and was the
fourth team this season to take
the top spot in the polls.
"I could care less if we were
number one or number 5,000,"
Jayhawks coach Roy Williams
said. "There was no extra pressure. When I found out we were
number one this morning, I told

the team it was just in example
of what you've done 19_ this
point."
The Jayhawks lost Richard
Scott early after he was kneed in
the forehead by a teammate.
Scott, averaging 15.5 points a
game and Kansas' main inside
player, was taken to the hospital
with a possible concussion.
Steve Woodberry, averaging

Firing
blanks

15.4 _points, made jest 2 of 11
shots and finished with eight
points. Woodberry did not have a
field goal in the first half and
could not make a 3-pointer in
seven tries.
"We made a big comeback on
them and they didn't get rattled,"
Williams said. "They needed this
game. They were more intense
than we were. We tied it twice,

but we never did get over the
hump.
Kansas, which had been outrebounding its opponents by an
average of more than seven a
game, was outreb,ounded 44-32.
Greg Ostertag, the Jayhawks'
7-footer, had a weak game and
did not play the last 17 minutes.

OHIO VALLEY
IMIC OkiCRENCE

Austin Peay real deal;
Goys take EKU 85-81

Lady Racers fail
to catch Eaglettes
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Murray State's Lady Racers
are playing better — better as a
team and better competition.
Though the Lady Racers'
execution is sharper and turnovers are down, the quality of
their opponents has made this a
frustrating stretch for head
coach Eddie Fields' team. Murray State has played the three
top teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference — Eastern Kentucky, Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech — in succession and dropped all three.
• "We were getting the shot we
wanted, we just didn't hit it,"
Fields said after his team fell
77-67 to Tennessee Tech Monday night in Racer Arena.
Murray Slate (5-7, 1-3) trailed by as many Is 15 in the first
half, but managed to get within
two early in the second half.
Tech, the premiere women's
program in the OVC, proved it
by hitting big baskets and preventing Murray State from
grabbing the lead.
"We'd get it down to four

Callowa

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Bubba Wells scored 23 points
and Tyrone Beck added 22 as
Austin Peay defeated Eastern
Kentucky 85-81 Monday night.
-- Cole Casbon hit a layup with
13:56 left in the second half to
give Austin Peay (5-9, 4-1 Ohio
Valley Conference) a 60-44 lead,
its biggest over the Colonels (7-9,
3-3).
But Arlando Johnson and Brad
Divine hit seven of Eastern Ken-

tucky's 12 3-pointers down the
stretch to cut the Governors lead
to two, 83-81, with 10 seconds
remaining in the game.
lermaine Savage was fouled
and connected on two free throws
to put the game away for the
Governors.
Casbon scored 12 points for
Austin Peay. Johnson scored 24,
John Allen added 18, Divine 16
and Marlon Stewart finished with
12 for the Colonels.

'Bama tops UT-Martin
MARK YOUNG/taelgar I Timm photo

Murray State Lady Racer freshman Angie Cooper, center, wrestles for the ball against two Tennessee Tech
defenders.
and they'd come back and hit a
big 'three'," said Fields. "Then
we'd get it down to six and
they'd hit two 'threes'."
Trailing 41-29 at half, it took
the Lady Racers just six
minutes to pull within two
points of the lead.
Jennifer Parker, who led the
Lady Racers with 22 points,

converted a three-point play to
start the second half, but Tech
started the half with a 3-pointer
to make it 44-32. Parker's layup
at the 17:50 mark made it 44-34
and turned the tide.
Tech turned the ball over five
out of the next six trips down
the floor and the Lady Racers
turned them into six points to

pull within 44-40. Lequida
Pearson, who came off the Lady
Racer bench to score 10 points,
canned two free throws to pull
the Lady Racers within 44-42 at
the 14:03 mark.
Tech regained their composure and pushed the lead back
IS See Pogo 7

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
Bryan Passink scored 21 points
— including four 3-pointers — as
Alabama took a dominant lead in
the second half on its way to a
104-68 victory over TennesseeMartin Monday night.
Alabama (6-6) went into the
half leading by 10 at 50-40.
Tennessee-Martin (3-10) cut
the lead to 50-45 at the opening
of the second half on a 3-point
shot by Dewayne Powell and a
basket by Steve Wnght.
Alabama steadily pulled away
after that to take back its 10-point

lead, 55-45, at the 18:36 mark on
a basket and a free-throw by
Artie Griffin.
Jamal Faulkner's 3-pointer at
13:41 gave the Crimson Tide a
20-point lead to put the score up
at 69-49. Faulkner hit another
basket to give the Tide a 25-point
edge, 77-52, with 9:19 to go.
Tennessee-Martin grabbed its
only lead early in the first half
when Wright scored a basket to
make it 5-4.
Powell led the Pacers' sconng
with 18 points, including four
3-pointers.

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

American Made - American Owned

753-4347

WAREHOUSE TIRE

302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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BRIEFS
Calloway County football holds sign-up
Interested parents and prospective coaches for 11 and 12-yearold Calloway County football should meet at Calloway County
High School's gymnasium on Wednesday. Jan. 19 at 8 p.m. For
any information call 753-0810.

Chapman out maybe 10 weeks with injury
LANDOVER, Md.(AP)- Washington Bullets guard Rex Chapman will be sidelined up to 10 weeks after dislocating his nght
ankle.
Chapman, the Bullets' leading scorer with 18.4 average, sustained the injury when he landed on Spurs' Lloyd Daniels foot
while driving toward the basket with 1,D4 remaining in the first
quarter.
He was carried from the floor and taken to a hospital, where the
foot was placed in a splint. Chapman, who will be re-examined by
team doctors, is expected to be on crutches at least three weeks
before beginning rehabilitation.

SEMO tops Middle Tenn.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP) - Balanced scoring and
strong rebounding helped Southeast Missouri to a 99-77 win over
Middle Tennessee Monday night_
Southeast Missouri improved
to 7-6, 2-2 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Middle Tennessee
fell to 4-10 and 1-3 in the OVC.
Luther Bonds scored 23 points
to lead five Southeast Missouri
players in double figures. Other
high scorers for Southeast Mis-

souri were Curtis Shelton with
17, lermall Morgan with 14
James Sutton with 13 and Pill
Robinson with 11 points.
Milton Dean scored 22 points,
Jevon Banks had 18 and Tim
Gaither added 17 for Middle
Tennessee.
Southeast Missouri dominated
the boards, outrebounding Middle
Tennessee 56-24. Middle Tennessee managed only five offensive
rebounds all night.

TUESDAY, JANUARY ill, 1994

Spurs, Bullets lose top
scorers Monday night

Due to inclement weather, television
crews were unable to make it to Murray to
televise the MSU vs. Tennessee Tech game.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

Cablevision will announce an alternate
game at a later date.

The San Antonio Spun should
have been thrilled after winning
their sixth straight game. They
weren't, and the Washington Bullets felt even worse.
Both teams had plenty to fret
over after losing their highest.
scoring players to injuries Monday at a game won by San Antonio 100-87.
David Robinson, the Spurs
center who is second in the
league in scoring at 27.8 per
game, hurt his knee in warmups
and sat out, breaking a string of
119 consecutive games played.
Rex Chapman, leading the Bullets in scoring at 18.9 per game,
dislocated his ankle and will be
sidelined up to 10 weeks.
"1 don't know what I did to
it," Robinson said. "In the warmup before the game, I made a
quick turn and felt an incredible
pain.
"I fool bad about having to sit
out the game, but I just want to
make sure everything's all right

and that there's no risk of damag
tog something any further."
Chapman was injured when he
stepped on Dennis Rodman's foot
while driving the lane. Doctors
placed the ankle in a splint.
"He was having a great season, probably the best of his
career," said Tom Gugliotta,
Chapman's teammate.
Dale Ellis scored 16 of' his 20
points before halftime at Landover, Md., as San Antonio took
control just before halftime and
coasted in the second half.
Terry Cummings led the Spurs
with 21 points, Negele Knight
added 19 and Willie Anderson
15. Dennis Rodman had two
points and 19 rebounds.
Gugliotta led Washington with
17 points. Don MacLean scored
16 and Calbert Cheaney added
14.
The Spurs held Washington to
an all-time franchise low of 23
rebounds, three short of an alltime NBA record for fewest in a
game.

I SCOREBOARD

I

Sponsored By

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See rue totall your tamiy insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 211

•Tech breaks...
FROM PAGE 6
Brown's second basket, at the
2:11 mark, gave him 13 for the
half and put the Racers up 51-36,
but Brown took a hard fall on the
play and scored just two more
points the rest of the game. Tech
rallied before the half to come to
within 52-43 at halftime.
The teams traded baskets
through the first few minutes of
the second half before the Racers' run put the game away.
Gumm led Murray with 16
points while Brown and Moore
each added 15, Wilson and Antwan Hoard each had 12 and Jones
scored 11. The Racers were six of
19 from three-point range (35.7
percent) and 24 of 38 at the free
throw line. Murray won the battle
on the boards, 49-43, with Hoard
grabbing 10 and Gumm getting
nine.
Floyd led all scorers with 32
points, shooting 13 of 21 from
the field. Robert West added 16
points while Maurice Houston
had 13. The Golden Eagles were
34 of 78 from the outside (43.6
percent), six of 20 from threepoint range and 17 of 27 from the
free throw stripe. Bibb led Tech
wfth II rehotinin.
"Floyd was the best player on
the floor tonight; I like players
like that," Edgar said. "We're
happy to be 4-0 in the conference, but there's a lot of basket-

•Firing...
FROM PAGE 6
to 49-42, but freshman point
guard Angie Cooper drilled a
three-pointer to cut it to three.
Tech (6-7. 3-1) turned the
game back to their side when
Terrance Oglesby came off the
bench with four fouls and
scored five-straight points to
push the lead to 54-45.
"We got them rattled, but we
can't keep it on them," Fields
said. "It's tough playing five
kids 35 minutes. We're improving...we're starting to do some
good things out there."
Taunya Lovelace, who led all
scorers with 28, hit a layup followed by Shannon Clardy's
3-pointer to push the lead to
59-45 with 7:12 to play. The
rest of the game saw the Lady
Racers make several runs, only
to have Tech drill big shots or
free throws,
Rechellc Cadwell had 16
points for the Lady Racers and
Cooper added nine. Murray
State hit 19 of 19 free throws in
the game.
Murray State trailed 11-8 early in the game before Tech
went on a 10-2 run to make it
19-10. Lovelace, scoring 18 in
the first half, converted a steal
into a layup with 6:14 to play to
give Tech the first of three
15-point leads, 29-14.

753-9627

ball to be played in the near
future and it will take our entire
roster to accomplish what we
want to.
"Marcus Jones is realizing
what his potential is; he makes
other players better and it's nice
to have a player like that," Edgar
said. "The more he plays, the better he will
In Memphis State, the Racers
will play a team that has
struggled a bit this season, but
has name recognition all over the
nation and has special meaning
for Jones and Vincent Rainey,
both of whom are from Memphis,
and Brown, who is from West
Memphis, Ark.
"Their center and I played on
the same team in high school, so
this will be a special game for
me," Jones said. "I'm getting a
lot more comfortable playing
here, but it will take time. I've
accepted toy role here, and everybody on this team knows their
role. Everybody wants to win."
"Memphis State is a game of
opportunity," Edgar said. -They
are a top 20 program and a win
over them is icing on the cake.
Beating them would get us some
respect, but win or lose, we ger
right back into the OVC after that
game, and we're still first in the
conference."
For Gumm, however, Memphis
State is just another game. "We'll
have to do what we do well, our
pressure defense, and see what
happens at the end of 40
minutes," he said.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Form Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Racer
Basketball

Get
the Big Fix
Mortgage for

Wednesday, January 19 Racer Arena
Women vs. Southern Illinois
5:30 p.m.
Men vs. Memphis State
8:00 p.m.
Call 762-4895 To Reserve Your Tickets
The game is sponsored by

Its
Coming!

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

la Bank of Alma)/
AMINO FDIC

REPUBUC
NO points
NO fees
NO closing costs
NO kidding!

Savings Bank,
12th Er Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
Barry Tharton
Kent Rohrer
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Ron Boston from WPSD-TV Is pictured with April Ramsey, a North Calloway student who won first-place In the fifth-grade division of the
-Kids Against Smoking" poster contest

Clint Stewart, Fury Tynts, Kevin Malone, Jason Brown and Crystal
Page, East Elementary students in Lima Hooks class, learn the names
and locations of the states while playing with a large floor puzzle

Billy Noted, a sixth grader at Calloway Middle, shows his Interpretation
of the facial expression drawn on the chalk board behind him.

•

/Ma loft
Allison Hillard, a Southwest Elementary student, won first place in the
fourth-grade division of the "Kids Against Smoking" poster contest
WInnder received 950 and blue ribbons

I

1.

Parent volunteer Julie Ramsey helps Justin Bearsby try on a flrefIghter's helmet the day Karen Falwell's class visited the Murray Fire
Department

Banbi Sager, Amanda Davis, Stephanie Wallace, Richard Hall and Adam
Todd, sdphomores at Calloway High School, use various resources to
identify 'trees found on the high school campus.

Poster contest winners also met (from left) Miss Teenage Kentucky,
Miss Kentucky and professional goiter Russ Cochran

CONTRACT BRIDGE

".4,111h0
*.

Brook Dienes and Jeremy Haley, students In Barbara McCuiston's class
at East Elementary, make turkey from cookies, candy and Icing.

as
—Ur
Glenn Leckie, art teacher, helps Christina Thompson's Spanish students decorate their classroom for the Mexican holiday "Dia de los
Muertos."

eat

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
Cit$ Schools (753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
(75.
3-2893).

South dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•14 1063
•AJ 6 2
•QJ 9
WEST
EAST
•K8542
4.1 9 7
V K 96 3
VQ1074
•5
•QJ98
4876
41 42
SOUTH
CA
8
• A K 76 4 2
+ A K 1053
The bidding7
South West
North East
I•
Pass
1
Pass
3
Pass
3 N'T
Pass
441.
Pass
64.
Opening lead — eight of clubs.

411D

Allen Moore, Adam Nance and Aaron Brawner practice on a radio play
they produced and shared with fellow sixth grade students in Sarah
Davis reading class at Calloway Middle School.

A 20-Point Investment

Peyton Masters, a sixth grader at Murray Middle School, has been
selected as student of the week. Masters's parents are Judy Masters
Futrell and Bob Futrell. Mestere is involved In basketball. Pictured:
James Hart, Century 21, Masters, and teacher Debbie Bell

GD We are proud to use GD'
recycled newsprint.

Self-preservation is a basic law
of life that also applies to many situations that occur at the bridge table.
Consider this deal where South is in
six clubs and West leads a trump.
Declarer sees there are no losers except those in diamonds, and all he
has to do to make the slam is to aff
one or two diamonds in dummy.
But if declarer gets careless, he

goes down Suppose he wins the club
and attempts to cash the A-K of diamonds. West ruffs the second diamond,returns a trump,and the slam
goes down the drain. Declarer can
ruff-one diamond in dummy,hut not
two, and must concede a diamond
trick to East to hold himself to down
one.
The correct way to play the hand
is to lead a diamond to the ace at trick
two and then lead the deuce of diamonds at trick three! The defense is
helpless against this play. East can
win dummy's ten with the jack and
return a trump, but declarer is now
on Easy Street. He ruffs a diamond
in durruny,establishing the suit,and
that ends the affair.
It is true that declarer will loses
trick by playing the hand in this
fashion if it turns out that the diamonds are divided 3-2. As a matter of
fact, North may even mildly rebuke
his partner for so blithely tossing a
trick out the window.
But the fact remains that South
rings up 1.570 points on the register
by deliberately giving away a 20point trick, and at the same time
nullifies the possibility of going minus HX) points. The trick he gives
away is simply a matter of self-preservation.

Tomorrow lion appetit!

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

CHEEK'S
. onane,
Your child's education is very

by

important to us. That is why we

Raypd
,
Step

carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to

SMART
STOP

0
CCJC-3
18
11G1 1deLid(j
:7
rne.
tip 4' 11r, A

help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.

WInr ng
B°6(8
A ..
.
c ja
x , ner.

by

441..r

Come by and see the many different
titles we have to offer\

READMOttE
HOOK-4-CARD

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gale 8 Cornslairon ()vector
Katiy E Wilson Assistant ()vector

Chestnut

Downtown Murray • 753-5968

109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

753-1916
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LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILERS

NEW operation good
tries, good pay, hal benefits Bonuses available
Must hires 3 yes OTR eaperkeroca, one year Rated
expenenoe and • good
awing record To apply,
cad 1-800-733-1458 EOE

.4:1:14'cla AVIV••:x
• .
..tar
ALLIANCE

AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re-opening
does

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
fire insertion ik their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
all be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any erre.
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 pit
753-2310
BUY one Stanley Degreaser. 2nd at "4 price!
Saes on Germ-Tree Furniture Cream, Ambit DeoderAquilaun
i z•r ,
or
901-247•3987
800-571-3987

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Mecham supplement
insurance is 110*
sundanzed in 10
plans and we ante
all 10
The part A deductible
you, or your
in SU ranee.
must pay has been
increased to $696 at
1994
For mole utformauon
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
/53-4199
or aatioosade
I400-455-4199
'ow nad war al armee

,Vorma lene's Nails
Treat
Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure

30 se

$10

MRS THERESA, Reeder
Advisor. A tue born
Psychic, geted torn God
554-7904 call for
appointment
WILSON Real Estate Cl
302 So 12th Phone
753 3263 Specializes in
estate property sales

LONELY? To meet singe'
in your area Al ages Con
tea Locus USA, 2342 Uni
verarty Staeon. Murray KY
42071-3301

753-1137
Hee
Weise/

•
AVON Can help solve your
after Christmas mono
blues
How/ Cal
753-0852 No door to door
Receive•gift with your kit

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the hi
ture and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
°pewee for poops 16 inn,
21 that are not full lane Nigh
school students Call
753-9378 Fee days a week
between 800arn-3 00pm
We are an E0E. The prored a funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Couricil-JTPA
EXPERIENCED cook
wanted Please send resume to PO Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071
H VAC leadman historic,
air oonchboning duct work
installer Expenenced only
Salary depends on aspen
ence 435-4699

ucky,

11

Wassmi

753-1713

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days hi
advance!

Q_Iait
6U13DIVIcSION
New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

Save 19.94%
Discounted lot prices from $9,500
through February!
Owner Finarrang Amiable
Cali 753-3387

for Details

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad

in

Classi-

fieds every day,including the Shopper,
for 5160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

Mem
Fatalliap

NMI*

Full Time Meat
Wrapper Needed
Apply us person

CASH pod tor good used
ries. shotguns, and pa
tots Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
!Array

FISHER Price toys (all
kinds). fountain pens, emu
and pocket watches, lud's
SAFETY Advisors, $2150 metal lunch boxes, old
per month Company will glasswive, furniture and
train Call Mon-Thur appliances 753-7047
only, Grays Flea Market, 609a
gem- tpm
South alth.
615-300-8260

SECRETARY with booskas and compuAIM*
ter knowledge Steady
Far Sab
wont end flesoble hours
Applicabons ayeihbia at 10-4 FT brake. Pro Two for
ehICIt's Decorating Center, viriyi siding 436 2701
701 S at, St. lAurrary, KY
CAMCORDER, excellent
or cal 753-0830
°octagon Cad 437-4327
TOOL maker machinist
needed Fug time, CNC ex - 20 GAUGE Savage pump.
penance prelerred Send 22m barrel, case included.
resume m PO Box 1040 N, Ike new askrig $150 Nice
fiddle case $125 Phone
Murray. KY 42071
753-4545

(Dam ev•n st 8071

Knights of Columbus Hall
Kr 94 west lo Johnny Robertson Root
moue a sq Hee Road right on Sq Hee Road
Of"tfi 10 tor Punt c

753-0466

moo

0011 PROF t ORGAN/AT ON

PO Box 1033

Murray

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

1 EXERCISE ski machine
$85, exercise Islud, $30
Kenwood car stereo. $100
20in boys bicycle $20, Canon AP ICO , new °cat $500,
asking $300 with attachments Cal 753-5676

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

E Z go golf cart Side our
tains roof & windshield,
new batteries very good
condeohn Must see to appica* $1000 753-1376

Flreseed

BOGARD trucking and ex
cad/Wing Inc We haul top
soil gravel Ill drt, white
rock op rep 7591828

SEASONED firewood cal
Ire WOOD MASTER for
wood that stacks up You
pick up 759-9106

CRAFT supplies: Priced
to sod unbl studs a gone
CLEANING houses a my Includes numerous craft
business Reliable and ex
books of al types, paints,
penenoed, references Cal transfers, craft kits. hoop
Linde 759-9553
frames, design stamps.
license plates, ribbons
WILL do house cleaning
dried flowers, Moral awes
Have references Call
,1100eil. fabric dye, deco
474 2131 after 3pm.oak tor
'laces, studs, & mac 702
Betty or leave message
Man St Mon-Fn 9ern 2pm,
759 1965
WILL sit for elderly a sack
Call 753-4590 for
EVEREST Jennings
inforrnabon
electric wheel char, very
good condition, new battery, priced to sell
PosIdos
753-1859
ANN
FRUSTRATION pencils,
ALTERATIONS and re- book marks tracing figures
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- at HBS, RI I, Hardin, KY
dos Ruth's See and Sew, 42048
Country Square. 1608 N
MATTAESSES, any size
121, Murray 753-6961
Buy factory dirndl Ask abSEWING lobs wanted in- out our Reloads'Smrth Matcluding formal wear
Factory
tress
753-1061
502-851-3160

WOOD for sale, dry or
green Call evenings
436-5439

CHILD care Mothei of two
seP bebysit children ri my
home CPR certified
753 1197
CHRISTIAN lady will dean
houses Excellent refer
once" 753-3247 after 5pm

SALL CASH B1Z$ High
earnings, snace/soda local
vending route for sale
1-1300-884-8555

FIREWOOD. also tree ser
vice Cal 436-2562

Wei*
PIANO re finished
old great shape
753-7237 after 5pm

very
Cal

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

GRAIN fed beef, $1 231b
plus processing 759-1021

KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNee Road,
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back, GUARANNEW metal siding A roof TEED' Available at Coast
to
Coast 604 N 12th St
ing Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized Murray KY
and gatvalurne Secondary
2.Sn
if available Portable carDuskiest
port kits 489-2722 or
Services
489-2724

lusimasa
Ranlals
4 CAR garage with office 6
paved lot 753-4509
800 220050 ft Coleman
RE 753-9896
COMMERCIAL building tor
rent Great location zoned
right Available immediately 404 So 12th St
753 7435 days. 753 3966
nights
DOWNTOWN office
space-Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes ultimo' Call Debby at 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Colter
753-4.509 or 753661 2

Arr.

1BR dose to unreersity,
some utilities paid
753-8756
1BR energy, efficient duplex on 280 No pets
5275rmo 8 deposit
753-8848 before 9pm

McConnell Ins. Agency Cain's*
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

%elle
For Neat

5814 gas heat new carpet
redecorated kitchen 3
blocks from university Ap
pewees furnished Good
for 44 people Lease 6
depose 759-1919

1614 OUVE, all unless
furnished birchen & living
room prmleges Coleman
RE 753-9898
VERY clean furnished
room, walk to campus No
deposit, no lease
$150imo 762 6542 or
753-3642

2BR, 1 bath Stove, re
fngerator furnished S 41e
St $250lmo deposit
753-2905
238 1 bath, washer, dryer
provided $325/mo plus deposit 305 Pine Si,
753-7210

26R near MSU with stove,
refrigerator and w/d hco
kup, lease and security de
posit, references No pets
753-1059

138 near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

The Marshall County Athletic Department

NEWLY remodeled 2br
hoot re garage/storage
Near MSU and downtown
$375/mo Wrth lease arid
deposit 753-4199

For Rug
Or Imo
CREEKVIEW Sea storage
warehouses on Center
Drhe behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able. Cal 753-2905
STORAGE
753-111118.

trailers

a
MILK goat will kid In JanuFebruary
ary
&
502-376-2532,
ROUND bales of grass
$21/roll Square bales of
clover. $2 50+bale
753-8848 before 9pm

Pets
& Sueedis
AKC Golden Remover pup
pie. 753-1362 weekdays
435-4236

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Soil-Liass Mixes
• Finished Plants
'Stoned Plants

'Greer Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

Now booking started & flailehed plants.
reCtellerction available on green/wooer's.

(502) 435-4415

1-800-831-3239

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT'

-8111111

'

tar
552900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. It.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' great room; cat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat di
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basensant and other
options available.

frAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Ore, 6,000 Sobs's,/ Cauttowirre
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

A

';zUglyDuckling
eiGSMEMOM

SHOW

Gun Colledon Assodation

BEAUTIFUL 28r duplex
lake view, wrap around
deck, Minutes from Murray
$400. HUD o k 527-9639

Nausea
Fes Rod

GUN, KNIFE & BASEBALL CARD

The

4811 2/. bat, Irving room
toning room double gar
age. woodsiove newly redecorated, wooded lot, ex
mime neighborhood $750
750-9627
IBR,2 bat. hay furnished,
lakefront, deck eferle001
tub weekly or monthly
Coleman
RE
753-0lee

3811, 1 bath, bock with carport, der, stove, refrigerator
furnished Available irnme
1BR furnished apartment, diatelY Deposit, refrences,
small but dean wake and lease required $450+mo
gas included Close to cam
762-4483 between
piss No pets $165/mo 8am-4pm 345-2748 alter
753- 7276
5pm

I OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

3811 brick, den Florida
room patio carport, double
drive, shaded yard new
relngerator antiioernaker
No pets $450/mo Cali
753-6031

VERY rem 2br, 2 bath du
plea appliances furnished,
central gas hei Northwood
Dr $475/rno I month deposit 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

1,2.380 opts Furnished,
very race near MSU No
7 5 3 1 2 5 2 238 house on So 7th St
pets
days,753 C606 after 5pm
$353mo lease di deposit
required 753 4109
1BR apt downtown area
nicety decorated with ap- 2BR house gas heat, 405
pliances, fireplace & pleas- S 10th St $295/mo plus
ant screened in porch Utili- depose 753-9826
ties furnished Deposit, no
house near campus.
753-7307 or 238
lease
$425/mo 498-8977
436-2907

ROYAL blue sequin prom K T I and Associates offerdress, wedding dress, both rig a full line of investigative
28R, 1 bath duplex on
7 Mans diamond services Bel Air Center
size
Wee
Northwood $400/m0 & dewedding band 753-2813 753-3868 or 436-6099
To Bq
posit 759-4686 753-5731
after 5pm
MAYBELLE Joyner BriANTIQUES by the pace o
new & dals, Wingo, KY Latest 28R apt, 2 blocks horn
collections Cal 753-9433 SUN tanning beds
TRUCK drrver, parcel dale
used, financing available styles prom gowns and bn- campus water 6 garbage
after Sprn
any full lime COL required
furnished 753 5980
dal gowns Great prices
Parts, service & supplies
Send resume to PO Box CASH for mobile home
_Call Sonny Hooks Expert alterations Shown 28R duplex garage rate_
528 laurray,KY 42071
tires A axles 436-2578, 7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 , by appointment 376-5387
automate door opener, dis1-800-540-9790
WILDLIFE/ 901-644-0679
hwasher, garbage dis270
CONSERVATION JOBS
posal, appliances furnMobilo
Game wardens, security,
ished
1 year lease,
McKenzie
currently
Hospital
of
Methodist
Hoses
Fa
UM
maintenance, etc No asp
S450/mo 753-7688 days,
has a full-time position open for a PHYSInecessary Now hiring For
759-4703 nights
14x60 MOBILE home, 2br
CAL THERAPIST. State-of-the-art equipinfo cal 219-794-0010 ext
2 ful baths, central Na
ment as well as a comprehensive benefits
238 duplex in Northwood,
7159 litem-iion 7 days
underpinning
and
storage
$325/mo 759-4406
package and competitive salary ofTer a
building 753-7371 ahe
qualified candidate an interesting and re2014 furnished at 1609 Farmon
warding opportunity. Interested parties
mer Ave Close to campus
1973 GRANVILLE 12x65
should contact:
$300erno plus utilities Anyhis,
2br,
central
$2750
obo
CAR/TRUCK
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources
time 1-800 589-7956 or
759-1354
753-0919 evenings
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
SALES
Drive
946 N. Highland
1981 DYNESTY 14x70 2br, 238 townhouse, new, spaOpening
for
McKenzie, TN 38201
2 bath 753-5970 or csous all appliances inckidstrong
profes354-9299
901-952-4171
ing washer 6 dryer
sional, willing to
E.O.E.
753-4573
1986 FLEETWOOD 14x60
work hard to be
2br, 1 bath new carpet
2BR upstairs 4 miles S
the best, selling
remodeled bathroom awn
121 New carpet A pant
wig carport In Coach Es- Appliances water inthe hottest brands
tales 759-1579 leave cluded $285/mo plus deon the market in a
message
posit 489 2296
clean,
straight
1990
14x70 BELMONT,
has
an
McKenzie
home
Care
Methodist
Hospital
of
customer oriented
438,
2 bath opts available
extra nice 814,000 obo
immediate opening Must be licensed in Tennessee
dealership.
Ion Jan oocupancy Centel
Gad 492-8836
Previous home health experience desired Full
Na, applicances furnished
time position with all benefits Interested parties
We provide...
1991 14x70 2BR, 2 bath, Located on Duped Cole
should Contact
• Complete product
custom interior, central No
man RE 753-9898
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources Director
training
Eel° storage building In
EMBASSY 2br, central
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
759-9685
Coach
Estates
• Customer one
gas, appiances furnished
945 N. Highland Drive
people training
1993 GATEWAY Mobile Coleman RE 753-9898
McKenzie, TN 38201
Home, 14x60, 2br, 1 bath
• Help in attaining
901-352-4171
MUR CAL Apartments now
completelty furnished
Chrysler sales
E.O.E.
502-753-7753 after sale, OCC•pling appacasons foe
certification
1, 2 and 3br apartments
30 days possession
• Bonuses based
Phone 759-498.4 Equal
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
on customer
Housing Opporeiney
Specializing in mobile
satisfaction, index
home electric services 200 NEW 2br duplex with pavolume
pal and outside storage,
amp $375 100 amp $325
• A friendly learn $435/mo plus lease & de435-4027
oriented atmoposit Cal 753-7951
ADMISSION: $2.00
sphere to work In
WINTER Clearance Sale! NEWLY Constructed 1br, 1
Children
Under
12
Free
• Very competitive
Quality built energy effi- block from MSU, $285/mo
wages
cient homes at special 753-0472 or 753-7099
clearance morel Dinkins
You provide...
DRAFFENV1LLE, KENTUCKY
Motels Homes, Lake Hwy NEWLY constructed du• Strong auto sales
TN plex. 2br apartment in CaParis
79E,
Saturday, January 22, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
bridge Subdivision
background
1-800-442-4891
Sunday, January 23, Noon to 5 p.m.
753-7099 or 753-0472
• A willingness to
NICE 2br brick duplex,
SPONSORED BY:
learn a better
Southwood Or, carport
way to help our
LakelAnd
outside storage No pee
Mow Fat RIM
customers
and
Deposit a lease Call
12X70 2BR. 1 bath, unfurn
• A great attitude
7S3-7618
$250/mo plus sec
stted
• Good work habits
NICE 2br duplex on North
unty 753-0365
PROCEEDS
TO
wood Or, grape. lease, 1
APPLY IN PERSON,
2BR Grogan & Mobile
Spring Sports
month deposit No pets
ONLYI
Home Village 'Appliances
$450/mo 753-5992
Co-Sponsored by tilt local businesses listed below
6 water furnished. Cole
CONTACT
Calvert City Lumber Company
manRE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
BOB STILWELL
MaIestic Plz_za & Steak House
for Section Blow rent hous238. stove & refrigelbor
DRAFFENVILLE
ing. Apply in person at
furnished, gas, central h/a.
SouthsIde Manor, 906
Lacey's Family Restaurant
$200/mo, 8200 deposit
Broad St Extended. be
firm. 12 miles east of MurBENTON
!waren Mm-12noon No
ray, Hwy 94 & 497
phone calls please Equal
itlaus
H., .1 AI • Wm,
* lit 1 *
I I * I 11 WI *
474-2100
Housing Opportunity

Owen Food
Market

MARSHALL COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal .Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service' contact
Terry at: 753-4199

238 eater No pets 1608 NICE dupers 2br central
N 16th St 753-9866
tea, appliances furnished
NICE 36r modular, gas Coleman RE 7539898
heat. $285eno 436-2776
TAKING applicabons for
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tir, section 8 rent subsidized
eleanc or gas Waiung da apartments 1 2 & 3 bad
taros to coNege 753-5200 MOMS handicap acorns&
be Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hades Ape
Hardin. Ky
or call
Walls
502 437 4113
Now Lass For Real

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

PHYSICAL THERAPIST or LICENSED
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

COUCH & awesome bough
new in November of 1903
Mews dark Nei & black
Too crowded in room, real
pr•rty, sacrifice $500
489-2715 or 2 story house
on right beta* Calloway/
Greets line

4 ROUND-TRIP airplane
tickets, only $75 each, to
your choice several groat
vacation spots 436-5553

Daum&
& Mime

Houses
For RIM

Noble
Nome For Rent

tor elienS C riniS•

+I+

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Van. For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town,
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

II
Pommy
13
rem 247-ilealt • Illellfy-641
Wed - Country Eisner Lessons
I Thins - Top 40 Rock N' Roll (College Nttr)
I Fri - Country MUSIC (DI.)
Sat

Live Rock N' Roll or Blues Bands

OPEN: WED.-SAT. 7 PivilliiitOmoctrr

10

TUESDAY. JANUARY 18, 1994

TIMES

MURRAY LEDGER

s

‘4.0
V•'
.

•

AKC kansture Schnauzer.
3 salt & pepper 1 black.
$ Sate 759-4960
CHOW Chow puppies
AKC, $100 1376-2540
HAVE an obedient. sale
dog lox show or home
Castes or press lemons
Saving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

War

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your real
estate needs call them today at 753-16511 Sycamore and 12th St

Finn
Fre Sin
3 15 ACRES near Lynn
Grove 435-4362
foe

1991 ECLISPE

753-3843
After 5 p.m.

1968 CADILLAC Eldorado
loaded, nice car, high meage must see $5,900
1986 Chevy Silvered°
'topside. needs paint work
$3.500 435•4171
1989 T BIRD loaded new
wee & braise great car
Cal after 6pm 753-7062
1990 HONDA Accord XL, I
owner, loc./ car, excellent
condition Sap 753-9778 alter 6pm
1990 CAVALIER, 2dr auto,
p/b, a/c, 40)00( actual
miles, red, sharp car
753-8428
1991 BANDIT It, dark green
metalic with good decals.
T-top, anti-lock brakes, air
bag 40.XXX :rules, warranty. $13,000. 437-4335.
1991 FORD Escort 62,XXX
mles, itdr, Sap, a/c, cruise.
pi, new Ores, good conchton $4200 435-4211

28R, 2 bath, 1 car garage
passive solar home with
beautiful landscaping located in the Southwest
school district Adjoining lot
can be sold with home or
separately Day 753-1737,
nights 753-0562

1976 DODGE passenger
van, $800 obo Cal
753-4112 for information

3BR home in Kingswood
Subdivision, Southwest
School District, living room,
den & kitchen combination,
re bath Call 753-0539
after 5 30pm or leave
message

1988 CHEVROLET 3/4 ton
extended cab. new Ores
After 5pm call 753-6319

CAMPUS CLOSE 3br
country blue home with
deep kit & garage Boasts
affordable fine quality Gas
heating Offered in mid
5.40's through Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 MLS"
5406 Fresh on the market

BACKHOE Sarno, ROY GERALD WALTERS
koLL Septic system. Owe- Roofing, val sg,pains
rays. hauling, foundations. rig Fru eurnetee IS
years exponent:is Lod re1976 MOTOR home 2611 • 750-466/
sell oontened. duel as, 6,5 BACKHOE SERVICE ferences 436-2101,
On panatela', new area, BRENT ALLEN septic tank HADAWAY Construction
good condition $7200 nsislation, roper. replan- Flemodeing, wry' siding
ODD 753-7375
runt 759-1515
vinyl replacement win1977 SKYLARK trav•I BACKHOE Service, man- dows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
wader 22 feet long, enatees foundations, septic
erste bedroom, bath,
systems R H Nesbit Ma- SEWING machine repair
isechen, arc, good condosonry Phone 492-8516
Kennels Bombe 753-2674
ton Must see to appocuie
$2500 OBO
436-5535

Hams
For We

3BR home on well shaded
acre lot South 121 6
miles Immediate posses
son 436-2521

Was

1990 JEEP, 4dr. Limited,
biack with leather interior.
66,XXX miles, $17,000
502-554-1331
1991 JEEP Comanche
pickup. 6 cyl, Sep, air, De
cruse. stereo cassene, aluminum wheels, extras.
$8200 obo 759-4732

CLASSIFIED

Call

Swiss
0110.1
1 1 A Hauling, moving
dean up, odd jobs tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling green leewood Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5741
1 A A 1 Hauling, tree trim
ming tree removal cleaning out sheds, attics, odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Lulis Lamb
Al 1.4 leaf raking & mulching, light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark
Al. AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal arid spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete driveways, painting maintenance etc Free esomates
489-2303

(MINI PARK)describes this
splinded 3br, 2 bath home
nestled on 34 acres including stocked pond with
bridge Over 2400 square
feet detatched garage
Duality featured to numerous derniniDons, Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for details. MLS0
5422

1974 MAVERICK. 4dr.
good second car $400
759-1919
1978 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille all power, leather
excellent condition Call
Mark, Bucks Body Shop
753-5112, 753-3140 after
5pm

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723

All Types Of:

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
acie SUNBURY MURRAY tBeNno Bunny Breed)
753.594C

"icSign8
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters. Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs. Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs. Window Lettering Real
Estate Signs Office Signage, Greeong and Advertising
Posters. Sandblasted Redwood Signs. Arcntectural
Signs. Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze Plaques. Trade
Show Sens/Displays My Custom Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard 8 Visa

DAVID LAMB
CONSTRUCTION
Roofing
Remodeling
Plumbing
Electrical

1984 PONTIAC Boron/de
Boughm rOarp, loaded
41 XXX miles 753-1108 af
ter 5pm
1965 AUDI 40005 1973
Mercedes 220, gas Both
loaded, both excelent con
*bon 753-8756
1987 14AZDA 626, now
ores, power windows &
locks, sunroof Call
T53-7179 after 5pm
1968 BUICK Park Avenue
while with red leafier, et.
cellent condition, one
own•r, with extras,
91,XXX. 15,250 759-1604

FREE ESTIMATES!
Rt. ti Bier 58-B9
Murray, KY

15021 559-1860
15021 753-5113

Protect Your Number One Investment

JIM DAY PAINTING

▪
/

a

PAPERHANGING

Vehicles tinder $200!
Cars auctioned by IRS.
Of/A. Fel N•banivide
Trucks, boats moaschomea,
computen, and mon,
Call toe five,
1 111:0116-6867 Fe A 1801

et E111544,

eaisaretes

Rae
.treel /Once

ceilings Larry
Chnemar 492-8742

textured

fc.orhy

753-4931

Ho Standards With An. Extra Touch For Detail

PLUMBING repairmen wets
same day service, CM
436-5255

T C Cinh Repair II Menanonce Electricai-Clesrang
Sews 1210 keen Sliest
753-1252 dice 753-0806
753-5705 at Sprn

VCR REPAIR Wool VCR
Samos Cann, clearongservicing 815 most repsn
835 Free manatee Route
I. Alma Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon -Fn 753-0630

THE Guffaw Co Seamless
siumnium pullers. ranee
of colors Licensed, insured Elamite willable
759-4890

door rapes
WINDOW
20yrs experience
753-2330

FREE Croatian Chow
Chow mixed puppies to
good home Csil 436-5506
dm 5 30pm
TIRES approximately 200
liras free for tie haring
436-2969

sugugusE youR vALENTINE
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

11111

Ti
days

uon
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tot
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In
the
In
Stau
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In

llI

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Miffs Recovery, Murray
436-5560

Happy
Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family!
Love,
Kristin

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete instalaton and service Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm

Craig,
Still love
bunches.
liii

can
guru

lliI

you

sent

IIIII

MOr
0
SOUI

was

Karen
NAFE

son,
Hurl

dl
hit

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, addaxes end blowing ceilings 753-4761
D & T Construction. Remodeling, addieors, decks,
siding, fences, electrical
plumbing. 436-2744.

ofFel
by
In
year

11111

nob
let
(18:

Just bring in $8.00for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped, selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.

11:1

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

Classified Advertising Dept.

HOROSCOPES

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years ex- WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 19,1994
perience
BOBBY
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
HOPPER, 436-5848
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95

Custom Woodworking

1979 OLDS Dela 96 Body
excellent $250 753-6163

sHEETROCx

SOREWAY Tree
Stump
Reamed Insured Mai kill
Me of equnnent Free es
5141150$
Day or night
r53-5464

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sel
chniney caps and screens
435-4191

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642

WOOD WORKS
1974 CORVETTE Stingray
convertible, red, pre, pile
auto, tilt 8 telescoping, Bev
tm, power windows, antenna, air, new saddle top &
carpet. 350/250 hp, numbers match, excellent,
$14,950 753-5940

LEE'S CARPET CLEANMG 'Serving Calleny Co
tor 22 years Carpets
Upholstery-Emergency
water removal 753-51127

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
paining. plumbing. canons Free surnames Call
474-2307

was

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maim
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
r

LICENSED lox Winne and
gas 7517203

HEATING Ron Hall Hen
rig, Cooling and Benne
CO SortiLle LAI replacement and campiess rem&
son Unread gas wasmier
Phone 436-1898

C & C Parieng 753-0684

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436-2060

CUSTOM CTCHEN CABINETS
C US TOM W00CMORKING

SOUTHWEST Iella Estate
house for sale by owner,
2127 Southwest Dr . cal for
appointment 753-1007

CARPORTS for can and
tniclis Spina 51204 for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent pronemon, high aunty, excellent
value Roy HS 759-4664

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworkog 753-8056

1001 Perrin Drive, Off Keenbind
Maintenance free exterior, 3 RR, 2 bath,
dining room, double garage, deck, French
doors, skylite.
-Cail--Fer Appointment 75.3-0099

•

BOB'S Numbing Repair
Service AM work puaran
753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master an- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
tennas, rotors, and ampli- Heating, Cooling & Electnc,
fiers Beasley's Antenna Inc Service, sales and inService, Buchanan, stalabon (502) 435-4699,
435-4327.
901-642-4077,

FOR sale by owner Newly
redecorated 3br I bath,
lots of room $53,000 110
N 9th 753-9761
MAKE an offer on this new
IssOng/ Owner being transferred & would like a quick
sale Beautiful 1993 double
wide 1820 square feet mobile home with vaulted oatrig & stone fireplace. 31x, 2
bath, fenced yard 8 back
deck, in quiet area, just
minutes from town, Offered
r mrdlaers throustt Kopperud Realty 753-1222
PALS* 5116

Oboes

1973 WILDERNESS travel
Bailer
good condition
$2,000 437-4331

miles

, has
KOPPERUD Reel)
buyers waiting to purchase
ranges
tt
homes all rocs
you are thireung of seleng
contact one of our courts
ous and professions,
agents et 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Obis/

beivies

4 cyl automatic
with sunroof, air
power
conO
steering & brakes,
AM FM cassette
33,xxx
stereo,

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Soder
Ohne

Swim

teed
Cars

cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN 'THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You must be careful not to overextend yourself financially. Curb an
urge to splurge on gifts or entertainment. Business begins to pick up in
\lay; offer quality service to establish a reputation for excellence. A
,ummer romance could turn out to
he the real thing. Make certain you
and partner have similar goals. A
move to another city or country is
possible in the fall. Celebrate the
winter holidays in a warm climate!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATEt-football- coach Den
Reeves. actress Jean Stapleton.
country singer Dolly Parton, the
great poet Edgar Allan Poe.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Hold your fire if pressed to make
a new financial commitment or
change the way you handle joint
holdings. Get your mate's or partner's views on the subject. A friend
needs your help.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Take family members into your confidence when financial questions
arise. Your friends' support contributes to a more hopeful outlook,
Romance needs nurturing. Do those
special little things that can mean so
much!
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Let
your creative side show! VIP's will
be impressed. Continue to monitor
your personal spending. Your affectionate ways will help break down
the barrier between you and a loved
one. Admit your mistakes.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Reassess your position. There is a
difference between helping someone
and rescuing that person. Give the
needy or elderly your wholehearted
support. Take action before a troubling situation escalates into a fullbloWn
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: You can
turn things to your advantage by
removing yourself from the scene

and letting other people act for you.
Practice thrift bl using double
coupons or buying in quantity' when
practical.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your
ingenuity inspires others, leading to
much better results at work. Growing
passion could ignite romantic fireworks tonight. Be careful not to do
anything you will regret.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Follow your instincts; you do not need
everyone's approval before taking
action. Powerful supporters will
rally behind a good cause. Set up
a payment-plan-if yeu--ere,fellingbehind on your bills.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Remove those rose-tinted glasses
and see things as they really are.
Someone who tries to sweet-talk
you could have ulterior motives.
Deal with people who have a proven
track record.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Watch your cash reserves!
A timely phone call could pave the
way for increased prestige. Happily,
you are on a roll; try to maintain the
current pace.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191:
Slow down and you might get in on
the ground floor of a new enterprise.
Consult experts about legal or financial questions. A self-improvement
program is an excellent investment
of time and energy.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Think before you act on unconfirmed information. You must take
charge. but do so in a diplomatic
way. Be patient with a child. A complicated project will test your organizational skills.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):'
Strengthen the bond of trust between
you and someone who represents
you on business matters. Your fears
about a project or alliance are
unfounded. Influential people are in
your COERCE.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are determined to set the world on fire! Eager
to achieve both fame and fortune. they never shirk their duty nor shrink
from a challenge. No academic course is too difficult for these youngsters as
they strive for perfection and top grades. Wise parents will help these Capricorns learn to balance work with recognition. Otherwise, they could easily
become workaholics. Blessed with abundant energy. these Capncoms seem
to grow even more attractive with the passing years.

Murray State to offer computer
application courses in spring
Murray State University will offer a variety of computer applications courses during the spring
semester. Dr. Buddy Krizan, chairman of the Department of Business
Administration, Office Systems,
and Business Education, listed the
spring semester courses with openings as follows:
OSY 101-02, Keyboarding, 1
hour, 4-5:15 p.m., Monday and
Wednesdays,February 2)) to April 6
in room 209 of Business Building
north.
OSY 120-02, Introduction to Information Processing (Microsoft
Works),31oitirs,1-3:15 p.m.,Tuesday and Thursdays, January 20 to
May 13 in room 209 of Business
Building north.
OSY 140-01, Beginning Word
Processing (WordPerfect), 1 hour,
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Tuesdays. January 25 to March 8 in room 201 of
Business Building north.
OSY 140-02, Beginning Word
Processing (WordPerfect), 1 hour,
8:30-11:30 a.m.,Saturdays,January
22 to February 19 in room 201 of
Business Building north.
OSY 141-01, Beginning Spreadsheets (Lotus), 1 hour, 8-9:30 a.m.,
Thursday, January 20 to March 10
in room 201 of Business Building
north.

OSY 240-01, Advanced Word
Processing (WordPerfect), I hour,
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Tuesdays,
March 22 to May 10 in room 201 of
Business Building north.
OSY 241-01, Advanced Spreadsheets (Lotus), 1 hour, 8-9:30 a.m.,
Thursday, March 24 to May 12 in
room 201 Of Business Building
north.
Fees for residents of Kentucky
are $67 a semester hour for undergraduate credit. Evening and parttime students may register from 5 to
6 p.m. on Tuesday,January 20 in the
Curns Center on the third level.
Anyone with questions about any
computer applications courses may
call Dr. Knzan at 762-4196.

Aco BELL.•

1111111110111Mlek,

Taco 66
.
99
Salad Qfi
Please ewers mean sew ortNeeng lee
one coupon per mason p• AO. Nol good
any afro, oXer Good one at perstipateg TACO
BELL° metauraraa Tax rot Indudel

Hwy. 841 (12th St.) Murray

BUFFET
3 Meats - Veggies - Casseroles
Salad Bar - Homemade Rolls

0

1To ordor • restsed and updatod copy of liter 011egf test-selling book -Yesterday. Todas and Fares,
How Astntiory Can Help You Find Your Place in Gods Plan,- send SA.stk plus SI postage and handles to
[loon
Andrews and Ms Neel, P0 Box 4152.42. Kansas(-1t,. Sic est 141 Male checks payable to
Andrew. and 1404,1

*Sunday
*Monday
*Tuesday
*Wednesday
*Thursday
*Friday

CUSTOM SHEET METAL
•Architectural Sheetmetal •Welding Fabrication
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine

LOG CABIN

MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St, Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)

fia

Restaurant
505 S. 12th St

•

Chow
Res to
IS-550S

200
;wing

6

By The Associated Press

Today is Tuesday. Jan 18, the 18th day of 1994. There are 347
days left in the year.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
On Jan. 18, 1912, English explorer Ruben F. Scott and his expedition reached the South Pole, only to discover that Roald Amundsen
had beaten them to it (Scott and his party died dunng the return trip.)
On this date:
In 1778, English navigator Captain James Cook discovered the
HAWS11111 Islands, which he dubbed the Sandwich Islands,
In 1782, lawyer and statesman Daniel Webster was born in Salisbury, N.H.
In 1788, the first English settlers arrived in Australia's Botany Bay
to establish a penal colony.
In 1936, author Rudyard Kipluig died in Burwash, England.
In 1943, dunng World War 11, the Soviets announced they'd broken
the long Nail siege of Leningrad.
In 1943, a wartime ban on the sale of pre-sliced bread in the United
States — aimed at reducing demand for metal replacement parts at
bakeries — went into effect.
In 1967, Albert DeSalvo, who claimed to be the Boston Strangler,
was convicted in Cambridge. Mass., of armed robbery, assault and sex
offenses. (Sentenced to life in prison, DeSalvo was stabbed to death
by a fellow inmate in 1973.)
In 1991, financially strapped Eastern Airlines shut down after 62
years in business.
Ten years ago: Malcolm H. Kerr, the ninth president of the American University of Beirut, was shot and killed outside his office by two
gunmen; Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court upheld a tough, year-old
sentencing system for people convicted of federal cnmes, overruling
more than 150 trial judges who had struck down the guidelines.
One year ago: Allied warplanes attacked targets in no-fly zones in
southern and northern Iraq. The Martin Luther King Junior holiday
was observed in all 50 states for the first time.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director John Boorman is 61. Singersongwriter Bobby Goldsboro is 53. Comedian-singer-musician Brett
Hudson is 41. Actor-director Kevin Costner is 39.
Thought for Today: "If you limit your actions in life to things that
nobody can possibly find fault with, you will not do much." — Charles Lutwidge Dcxlgson (pseudonym Lewis Carroll). English author
(1832-1898).

Tea years ago
Heavy mow was rioted in MINIray and Calloway County and
most of Western Kentucky. Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee and
Calloway County Sheriff David
Balentme urges motonsts to use
extreme caution while driving on
snow covered roads.
Clayton Garland, I7-year veteran of Murray Fire Department,
received Officer of the Year
Award and Harold Hill. 10-year
veteran of the department,
received Firefighter of the Year
Award at the year-end banquet of
the department. Both were voted
the honors by fellow firefighters.
Belinda Carol Suite: and Joe
Dan Taylor were married Nov.
26, at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Thomas (Toby)
Schellingerhout is the new minister at First Presbyterian Church.
Twenty years ago

Dark rued tobacco sales went
over the one million pound mark
with the sale on Jan. 16 as
414,244 pounds were sold on the
three Murray loose leaf floors for
an average of 173.85 per hundred
weight.
Juana Stockdale, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stockdale, Calloway County High
School, and Rhonda Garland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Garland, Murray High School,
are high school seniors named for
the Good Citizenship Award
given by Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
Amencan Revolution.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Boggess
were married for 70 years on Jan.
15.
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead State University
Eables in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Mike Coleman

DEAR READERS: An anony-

spend, more time to enjoy, and a
whole lot less to worry about
The poor childless couple are so
wrapped in themselves, you have to
feel sorry for them. They don't fight
over the child's discipline, don't
blame each other for the child's
most obnoxious characteristics, and
they miss all the fun of doing without for the child's sake. They just go
along, doing what they want, buying what they want, and liking each
other Its a pretty pathetic picture.
Everyone should have children.
No one should be allowed to escape
the wonderful experience that
accompanies each stage in the
development of the young - the
happy memories of sleepless nights,

Murray and Coulter for
Morehead
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. John H. Shackelford
Jr. of Murray has completed an
eight-week general supply course
under Reserves Armed Fortes
Act Program at Fort Knox.
Ruth Cole, director of nursing
at Murray State College, started a
Home Nursing Red Cross Course
on Jan. 13 at Carr Health Building, MSC.
Mrs. O.C. Markham presented
a program about -Frank Loyd
Wright" at a meeting of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
In high school basketball
games, South Marshall beat Murray and Benton beat Calloway
County. High team scorers were
Jerry Tnmble for South Marshall,
Johnny Rose for Murray, Charles

Lot

mous reader sent me this piece
(which I've slightly edited) I
think you will appreciate. I hope
the author will identify himself
ior herself) and claim the credit
- or blame, depending on the
way you interpret it.

'1111.1)11:SS COUPLE
There- is nothing sadder than a
childless couple It breaks my heart
to see them relaxing around swimming pools in Florida. sitting all
suntanned and miserable on the
decks of their boats - trotting off to
Europe like lonesome fools. It's an
empty life. Nothing but money tic

coughing spells, tantrums, diaper
rash, debts. "dipso" baby sitters,
saturated mattresses, emergencies
and never-ending crises
The real fulfillment comes as the
child grows like a little acorn into a
real nut. The wonder of watching
your overweight ballerina make a
fool of herself in a leotard. The
warm smile of a small lad with the
sun glittering on 500 bucks worth of
braces ruined on peanut brittle.
How dismal is the peaceful home
without the constant childish problems that make for a well-rounded
life and an early breakdown; the
tender. thoughtful discussions when
the report card reveals the progeny
to be one step below a moron; the
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Caviu Its Benton. and Sammy
Housden for Calloway.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Donald G. Edwards is now
serving with 1st Cavalry Division
in Japan. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Edwards.
The date of Jan. 25 has been
set for the opening day sale of
dart fired tobacco on the Murray
Market, according to Holmes
Ellis, manager of Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Assets of the three local banks
as listed in their published statement at close of business on Dec
31, 1953, were as follows: Dees
Bank of Hazel, $706,604.67; Peoples Bank, $3,695,051.42; and
Bank of Murray, $8,870,286.86.
Mr. and Mrs. 0.S. Wall
attended the national convention
of Rural Electric Cooperative
held in Miami, Fla.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

Word
hour,
days,
01 of

end-of-the-day reunions with all the
joyful happenings recited like well'
placed blows to the temple
Children are worth it all Every.
moment of anxiety, every sacrifice,,
every complete collapse pays off as
a fine, sturdy adolescense is
reached, The feeling of reward the
first time you took the boy hunting
- he didn't mean to shoot you, the
lad was excited Remember how he
cried? How sorry he was' And how
much better you felt after the liked
transfusion? These are the times a
man with a growing son treasure's
- memories that are captured forever in the heart and the limp.
Think back to the night of romantic adventure when your budding
daughter eloped with the village
idiot. What childless couple ever
shared in the stark realism of that
drama? Aren't you a better man for
having lived richly, fully, acquiring
that tic in your left eye? Fould a
woman without children touch the
strength and hencism of your wife as
she tried to Bldg herself out of the
bedroom window?
The childless couple live in a vacuum. They fill their lonely days
with golf, vacation trips, dinner
dates, civic affairs, tranquility,
leisure and entertainment. There is
a terrifying emptiness without children, but the childless couple are
too comfortable to know it.
You just have to look at them to
see what the years have done: He
looks boyish, unlined and rested;
she's slim, well-groomed and
youthful. It isn't natural. If they
had had kids, acid look like the
rest of us - worn out, wrinkled
and exhausted

DR. GOTT
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''Oh my God, Alice! .. Heading right for us!
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CATHY
3UST START.
START SOMEWHERE.
GET ;MOVING!
MOVE SOMETHING!
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DEAR DR. GOTT About 12 years
ago I was diagnosed with celiac disease. My symptoms were severe
weight loss, diarrhea, and a hemoglo•
bin of about 8. Since then, by avoiding
gluten. I've gained weight. I've read
recently that celiacs are predisposed
to lymphoma If this is so, does cheat
log on my diet make me even more
susceptible to lymphoma'
DEAR READER Celiac disease.
which is hereditary, has a variety of
manifestations diarrhea, anemia low
hemoglobin) and stunted growth in
children, weight loss. bone pain. Mar
rhea, and anemia in adults. The cause
is an intolerance to gluten, a cereal
protein found primarily in wheat and
rye Once the diagnosis is established
by intestinal biopsy, patients must
-avoid any foods containing gluten
Unfortunately. lymphoma c lymph
node cancer) is a common complica
Lion of celiac disease At this time.
experts are not sure whether treat
ment (scrupulous adherence to a
gluten-free diet) will diminish the risk
of lymphoma Thus your diet may
help reduce symptoms, allowing you
to avoid deficiency states land anemia,, but it will probably not protect
you against lymphoma For this rea
son, patients with celiac disease must
be closely monitored by gastroen
terologists.
DEAR DR GOTT We just received
an offer to subscribe to a wellness and
health publication, at a cost of $3995
This sounds too good to be true Since
we're 65 and 67, walk three to six
miles a day and are in good health, we.
wonder if this is a good investment
Your comments?
DEAR READER Many promoters
are riding what I call the "Wellness
Wave," Americans' increasing inter
est in maintaining good health by
employing certain dietary programs
and using "natural" foods and vita
mins In most cases, the publications
sold by wellness oriented organiza
lions are appropriate sources of mfor
mation
However, in my experience, these
promoters often make fantastically
absurd claims about the benefits of
their programs. Therefore, if you sub
scribe to such journals, read them
with a grain of salt If it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is
Judging from your brief description,
you and your spouse appear to be fol
lowing a healthful lifestyle of modera
lion and exercise Keep it. up And if
the publications you mention suggest
unusual alternatives, such as mega
dose vitamin therapy. check them out
with your family physician before
committing to an expensive program
that cauld do more harm than good.
for example, vitamin toxicity can lead
to liver damage and injury to other tie
suet
1

Fifty-one students from Calloway on dean's list
Fifty-one students from Calloway County have earned recogmuon on the Murray State University
Dean's List with a perfect ar_holasuc
standing for the 1993 fall amnesic:,
according to records from the data
processing office.
They are Cynthia M. Adams,
Ginger L. Adams, Charity E. Anderson, Sandra B. Anderson, Scou
A. Andrus, Susan B. Aueberry,
David B. Be.asley, Michael B. Birdwell, Aunce L. Clark. Judy A.
Costello, Diane M. Davis, Christopher G. Douglas, Jeffrey H.
Enoch, Jennifer F. Fairbanks, Jennifer L. Fehribach, Roger A. Garland, Sherri L. Gibson, Jennifer L.
Goodell, Paula). Honig, Michelle
C. Herrington, Selena K. Hill,
Angela B Hoke, Charles R. Hoke,
Sharyn H. Hollingsworth, Tammy
C. Huff, John C. Hutson, Matthew!.
Johnson, Nicholas P. Jones, Debra

new. Stephanie C. Carraway.
Claudia R. Castano. Connie S.
Chan. Dawn G. Choate, Eddie A.
Cook, Crystal R. Cowan, Margaret
P. Dalcerro, Andrea J. Deboer,
Christopher A. Dill, Glenda J.
Duke,Ton ya W Edw ards.James G
Egn, Jeffrey C. English, Misty L.
Ernstberger, Amy R. Earns, Laura
L. Ferguson, Theresa A. GarciaJones, 'Thema Y. Gibson, Gregory.
0. Gierhart, William J. Grathe
April K. Hanehne, Joseph R. Hargrove, Heidi G. Heiss, Richard L.
Henley, Victoria F. Herndon, David
E. Hightower. Melissa B. Hill, Dana
L. Hohman, Sandra G. Hoke,
Heather R. Hosford, Barrett A.
Houck, Traversfeld P. Houck, Jill
C. Kessler, Cathenne C. Krizan,
Christopher J. Lamb, Melissa A.
Larnore, Tina M. Lane, Lorraine R.
Leggett, Richard D. Lovins, Carol
H. Luffman, Ryan J. Malone, Brian

V. Ladd, Edward N. Langendorfer,
Timothy P. Larson, Susan S. Like,
Patricia D. Martindale, Brad A.
McClain, John M. McDougal, Robyn L. Meador, Amy C. Miller,
Melody E. Myrand, Shen K. Outland, Jonathon D. Rose, Tina H.
Ryan, Staci I. Shipp, Suzanne J.
Simon. Bnuney B. Stuart-Falwell,
Carl S. Sykes. Sara E. Thompson,
June M. West. Marcia M. Westphal,
Michael D. Wilson, Vicki N. Yoak
and Bradley W. Young.
Also on the Dean's List from
Calloway County are Linda D.
Alexander, Jan K. Allbnuen, Jay K.
Allbraten, Barbara A. Ailing, Marla
D. Arnett, Marcy M. Back, Amy R.
Bailey, Bryan K. Bartlett, Richard
B. Beam,Christy C. Beane,Elton R.
Bellew, Stacey M. Bing, Holly N.
Blalock, Elizabeth S. Boyd, Michael E. Boyd, Susan F. Burcham,
Rebecca M. Bumen, Lone L. Bur-

W. McClard, Sieve E. McDonald,
Paw L. McIntosh, Andrew J Meyers, Dennis W. Miller, Darra A.
Mitchell, Denise S. Montague,
Kimberly K. Moore, Pamela S.
Moore, Matthew L. Morehead,
Kathy C. Musser, Lem& M. Nesbiu,
Lisa M. Nilsen. Donna R. Oliver.
Natascha T Parnsh, Douglas W.
Payne, Regina G. Peeler, David A.
Potts, Deborah S. Rabe, Andy G.
Rickman, Enn F. Riley, Curtis J.
Roach, Eric L. Rouses, Shelley D.
Rudolph, Stephanie R. Sammons,
Scott A. Shultz, Bradley D. Spann,
Susan E. Starks. Laralee Steudeldt,
Ralph L. Stockwell, Daryl W. Sutton, Laura H. Swain, Tracy M.
Taylor, Renee D. Thweau, Amy E.
Torsak, Jimmy A. Tripp, Jamie B.
Vaughn, Barbara C. Warner, Mark
L. Watkins,Laurie G. Wellinghurst,
Diana M. Meal. Jamie H. Wilson,
Beverly Y. Winchester and Berita-

min J. Wright
A total of 1,049 undergraduate
students with grade point averages
from 3.5 to a perfect 400 are
included on the Dean's List
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Lawyer's Bookcase

Elbert P. Outland

Tommy Oliver

Services for Elbert P. Outland were Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher officiated.
Music was by Donald Rowlett, director, Glenda Rowlett, organist, and
Bobbie Burkeen, pianist.
Pallbearers were Brooks Oswalt, Eddie Clyde Hale, Walton Fulkerson, Charles B. Henry, Don Rowlett and Dwayne Fulkerson.
Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Outland, 75, Rt. 3, Murray, died Saturday at 2:15 p.m. at his
home.
A retired maintenance man with Murray School System, he was a
member and deacon of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Louise Dowdy Outland, preceded him in
death. Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late David
Outland and Mary Jones Outland.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Harper, and one
granddaughter, Jamie Dowdy, RL 3, Murray; one niece, Susan Leighton; one nephew. Glen Outland. Personnel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home said they regret the inconvenience caused by the name of the
granddaughter being listed incorrectly on Monday.

Tommy Oliver, 46, Rt. I. Mayfield, died Sunday at 9:15 a.m. at
PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
He was a retired employee of SouthEastern Book Company of
Murray.
His father, Robert (Rock) Oliver, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharon Oliver; two daughters, Mrs.
Kelly Arnett, Wingo, and Mrs. Kristi Dublin, Mayfield; one son, Todd
Oliver, Wingo; one stepdaughter, Stacy Jones, and one stepson, Eric
Poole, both of Mayfield; three grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Veazey, the Rev. Glenn Evans and the
Rev. Barry Hardison will officiate.
Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Tuesday).

The funeral for Mrs. Lucille B. Kelley was today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and Dr.
Jerry Jeffords officiated. Steve Littlefield was vocalist with Mrs.
Oneida White as pianist and organist.
Grandsons served as active pallbearers. Members of the Lydian
Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church and Auxiliary Workers at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital served as honorary groups.
Burial was in Dunn Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mrs. Kelley, 82, of Murray died Saturday at 9:56 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were one son, James Louis Kelley; one stepson, Samuel Kelley; and one sister, Mrs. Maggie B. Culpepper.
Survivors include her husband, Rollie E. Kelley; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Rosebud K. George, Murray, and Mrs. Dortha K. Haley, Harrisville, Mich.; one brother, Woodrow Barnes, Sutherlin, Ore.; five
grandchildren. Jennifer Crouse, Murray. Shelia Maury, Denver, Colo.,
Dick George, Elizabeth City, N.C., Dr. Ron Kelley, Paducah, and Dr.
Sam Kelley, Boston, Mass.; four great-grandchildren, Justin Crouse,
Christian Crouse, Julie George and Jereme Ferlin; two nieces, Judy
Rogers and Anne Spann, Murray.

Robert McKendree
Funeral rites for Robert McKendree are today at 1 Rm. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Renton. The Rev. Howard -Coiner
and the Rev. Bob Wiley are officiating.
Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mr. McKendree, 83, Benton, died Sunday at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born Aug. 5, 1910, in McCracken County, he was the son of the
late Willie McKendree and Addie Brewer McKendree. A laborer, he
attended a Holiness Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Belva Washburn McKendree; one
daughter, Mrs. Jane Gipson, and two sons, Bub McKendree and Bill
(Red) McKendree, all of Benton; one brother, John McKendree, Sparta, Tenn.; three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Bernice Newell

Quality Work at a fair price
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

Solid Oak

Also Available —
Stackable Lawyer's Bookcases
Open Monday Wednesday 9 5
Thursday-Sunday 9 9

Heritage
Furniture
Hwy. 121 North, Murray
tiext to Dutch Esnenhauto

*Lifetime Guarantee*

753-5981

CALL
753-7020
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• $000 Jackpot — 154) Number Call
One Number and IDS/ added to jackpot each week

Codie Cole
The funeral for Codie Cole will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Peck will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Boyd Harding, Max Keel, Elmo Jones,
Dub McClain, Wesley Lemons and Ronnie Carlton. Burial will follow
in Storey's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Cole, 66, Rt. 1, Sedalia, died Saturday at 3:55 p.m. at Murray--Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired after 30 years with Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield. A Kentucky Colonel, he was an Army veteran and attended
Lynnville United Methodist Church,
Born Oct. 18, 1927, in Calloway County, he was the son of Eva
Bruce Cole and the Late Lois Cole. One sister, Mrs. Rue Rickman, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Ray Cole; one daughter,
Stacey Cole, Bowling Green; his mother, Mrs. Eva Bruce Cole, Martin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Treva Dell Dublin and husband, Earl,
Dewey, Ariz.; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Lucille Ray, Sedalia.

HOG MARKET

557

A.1 GUTTERS

FREE ESTIMATES

Graveside servicers for Mrs. Bernice Newell, 88, Jackson, Tenn.,
formerly of Murray, will be Monday, Jan. 24, at 11 a.m. at Fairlawn
Cemetery, Decatur, Ill.
Mrs. Newell died Sunday at Jackson-Madison County General Hospital, Jackson.
Her husband, Francis Hall Newell, died Dec. 26, 1974. She had
lived in Jackson since April of 1993. She was a member of First
United Methodist Church of Murray, Ky.
Born June 15, 1905, in Decatur, Ill., she was the daughter of the
late John Waverly Deckold and Mary Florence Robins Deckold.
Survivors include one son, Howard Newell, and two grandchildren,
Allison and Grant, Jackson, Tenn.
Visitation will be Sunday from 3 to 5 p.m. at Dawson and Wikoff
Funeral Home, Decatur, Ill.
The family requests that memorials be directed to First United
Methodist Church, Murray, Ky., or Union University, Jackson, Tenn.
Local arrangements were handled by Lawrence-Sorensen Funeral
Home, Jackson, Tenn.

Aren't You1W--"="
Glad There'sIMS1

Handmade
Solid Wood Furniture.
The Best Quality
Money Can Buy.
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Mrs. Lucille B. Kelley
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Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75'4 and 90'.;

National Guard Armory
Hwy.

at North, Murray, Ky.

Our Family Serving Your Family.
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Coming!
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Stock Market Report

CD OWNERS!

Available

Doe Jones Ind. Ave.•
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liaised Lyons I•,,we wave in this stock
UNC-pnce unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
, Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

The Arts &
Humanities.

Fhere's something
in it for you.

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

smr

TEMPTATIONS
Restaurant & Catering
102 South nth • Mini:town

Murray • 753-8116

No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!

Seated: Demon Mathis, Thelma Miller & Gene Milieu Standing Tommy
Welker, Dwane Jona* & Rickey Garland.

Call Nor For More nforusrlaan
On Tax-deferred Annuities

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Our Best Investment Is You.
1 PR 1an•ant WI I,.,,, In, •

Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One l'ear^

8 301

21.0/.

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

MILLER

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880

FUNERAL

'
Co/Aden Rola 1r aurannt Cmapany Rd 'A•
f.Svpano.r) by AM Boat Theo rating Incbcataa
.trongth and LabIllty
'Me annuity included •Int ?Int ye. bonua
Rota aa of 12/1093, subject to abonra

Now Open
Monday-Friday
For Lunch
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
ti'' Menu I ails flay.

HOMES

North 4th Strom • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4612
Hazel, KY • 492-8758
We stand on the strength ol our service)
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Families help4ng families is a tract bon as old and as strong as the hills And
today some peopte w,i shll move mountains lo lend a hand to others Ifs a
heritage that folks around this area live by
Maintaining our trackbon of family service is important to us It's how we
provide the pinnacle of service to area families at Miter Funeral Home

ram GE-AS 10

OPEN EVENINGS
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Ardbttat EVERY
1V44 00 THURSDAY
,440 NIGHT
.11. featuring
Authentic
MEXICAN DISHES

